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MANNA Essay
lftikhar Malik

Two Modern Monsters Hatred of Islam, Hatred of Jews

BLEAK
W:La::S:to¥:hhaLsCAn:St::::[k¥¥:
bleak for 50 years. Take this medley of
Muslim views:
One educated Muslim, heavily criticized by his own community for
talking to Jews, explodes in frustration: `Young Muslims are not
interested in dialogue and will never
be interested in dialogue whilst the
Christian West and the Jews are ruthlessly powerful and the Muslini world
is oppressed, exploited, the victim of
double standards and naked aggression. You cannot talk to people,
negotiate with people, when they use
their power to abuse you', he declares.
He goes on: `Numbers may suggest
that there are few Jews but their power
is colossal. The Jewish lobby put Bush
into power and keeps him there. Israel
oppresses the Palestinians with
impunity, armed and encouraged by
its Christian allies. It has the fourth
most powerful army in the world and
has now added to its nuclear armoury,
nuclear submarines which have
nothing to do with self-defence. This
is a situation of power and powerlessness that makes any compromise
impossible'.
A second Muslim: `There are grow-

ing nulnbers of Muslim immigrants in
Britain from all over the world - from
the Balkans, from Afghanistan, from
Iraq and they have relatively little in
common. But one thing they all share
is a commitment to the Palestinians
and the certainty that their oppression
is the key problem in the world
today'.

A leading Muslin intellectual writes
`that Jews have no intrinsic right to
include Zionism within their panoply
of beliefs and that Zionism is simply a
19th century example of European
nationalism which uses Palestine as the
illegitimate solution to a European
problem. That it is a European problem
is underlined by the fact that until 1948,
Jews lived in peace and harmony in
Muslim lands and were never
subjected to discrimination, still less
antisemitism'.
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Another Muslim adds that the
situation in Palestine has moved
beyond the two states solution and the
future can only hold a single state in
which Muslims and Jews live side by
side.

Our impression is that this anthology
of views has become the mom amongst
British Muslims and is widespread
throughout the Muslim world outside
of North America.
It is a mixture of truth, the distinctive
Muslim narrative and recently imbibed
Western antisemitism. But what
matters, is not whether it is true but
thatitisthepositionhonestlyheldeven
by our Muslim fiiends, let alone by the
Prime Minister of Malaysia.
It is .another feature of the fact that
time is not on our side. It is desperately
worrying to think that 1.2 billion
Muslims have such a view of Jewish

power and its use, not to mention such
a view of Israel and America where
80% of the world's 13 million Jews
live. The indelible identification of
Israel with Bush, the American right
and the Christian far right is alarming.
As is the demographic time bomb in
Israel-Palestine its elf.
To all of which must be added the
appallingpoliticalandmoralmisjudgements of the Sharon goverrment. In
particular, the continuation of the
policy of settlements and the building
of a security fence, not along the green
line, but on a course which threatens to
separate Palestinian villages from their
agricultural land and incorporate the
settlements which can only be understood as instruments of amexation. All
of this is compounded by the govemment's `you are either with us or
against us.' Zionism equals support for
the settlers' line.
The situation is bleaker than bleak
and one can only see it getting worse.
The best that the future seems to hold
is a perpetually physically and morally
embattled Israel run on lines that the

founders of the State cannot have
envisaged and embodying values that
run absolutely counter to the
Declaration of Independence and
Jewish teachings.

If it can only get worse, the only
possible solution is to offer a just
settlement now. The most recent set of

proposals from Beilin - Abed - Rabbo
are eminently sensible. Though
everyone will have their quibbles and
disagreements, 40% of Israelis thought
there was something worth pursuing,
notwithstanding this was a nongoverrmental initiative.
The government of Israel should
swallow its pride and put those
proposals on the table, negotiate them,
declare them to be the solution, resolve
the situation and allow the Western
world, the post-Christian world, to
continue its struggles all over the globe
- from Chechnya to Bali - where even
the most rabid antisemite would be
hard pushed to blame us.
Alas, there is a flaw in that
argument. Having restored Arafat to
leadership, the Sharon government, has
no one to strike a deal with. No deal is

possible with Arafat and the
Palestinians have no other leader. Nor
are there any indications that the
intemational community would come
to Israel's assistance and impose a
solution, even if Israel were to change
its stance completely and invite the
United Nations to assist.
So the Jewish world is in the deepest
mess it has been in for 50 years. It
matters not whether we acknowledge
the elements of truth in the Muslim
claim or reject it all as pure
antisemitism. It matters not whether
we question Sharon's policies over
settlements, the fence and behaviour in
`the territories' or defend them. Neither
the clarion call of prophetic Judaism
nor the empty rattl6 of diaspora Jewish

jingoism are going to make a jot of
difference. Impotently we face the
prospect of Israel's inexorable descent
into a permanently embattled and
embittered land and of growing
indifference from large sections of the
diaspora to whom only three decades
ago Israel offered such inspiration and
hope.
Please tell us that this is not

happening and that it is always darkest

before the darn .

Charlotte Hall6
start with than the Prime Minister of
visit next time you are in Israel
and IS
it isA
notNEW
very pretty.
In most
THERE
SITE
TO
places it is three metres high, fitted with
electronic sensors and lined with a two
metre-deep ditch, a paved road, a dirt
road and a smooth strip of sand to detect
footprints. It is encased by a pair of two
metre-high pyramids of rolled barbed
wire, which stand 50 metres apart. In a
few areas, it takes the form of an eightmetre high concrete wall to shield
against sniper fire. It is not exactly a
tourist attraction.
The best way to convey the wide
range
of
views
on
this
half-built, fact-on-the-ground is to conPJiofos co#rfcey o/Jsracz Mi.#z.sf7:!/ a/ De/er!sc

sider its different names. Who better to

Israel.

The security fence. According to
Ariel Sharon, the fence is a security
barier, which will prevent teHorists
from the West Bank entering Israel. A
much quoted statistic to support his
position is the number of suicide
bombers who have entered Israel from
already fenced-in Gaza since the
intifada broke out three years ago:
none. The Israel Defence Forces'

figure for the nimber of tenorists who
have entered Israel from the West Bank
during this period is around 250.
Broadly, says Sharon, Lis fence will
follow the 1967 borders, also lmown as
the Green Line. There will just be a
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built to force Palestinians in the West
Bank into ghettos, another reference
with European associations. He
describes how it has tuned Qalqilyah
in the West Bank into a city under
siege with one gate, and how its
neighbouring city of Tul Karm is
marginally better off with three gates

planned for the fence around the city.
Arafat recalls that back in the days of
Oslo, with all the talk of the new
Middie East, there was no need for
fences and walls between Israel and
the Palestinians.

few deviations - purely for security
reasons, with no political significance,
of course. In a meeting with U.S.
President George Bush in July, Sharon

quoted the American poet Robert
Frost's "Mending Wall," saying,
"Good fences make good neighbours."
Israeli officials were pleased to hear
the following day that Bush used the
term `fence' during a news conference
at the White House. A week earlier,
after meeting with former Palestinian
Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas, Bush
had been calling it a `wall, ' as preferred
by the Palestinians. . .
The wan. The Palestinians charge

that `the wall' has already affected
some 12,000 people in 15 villages by

cutting them off from their water
supplies, their schools, their medical
treatment, their lands and their sources
of employment. According to some
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calculations, the new divide will annex
some loo,000 Palestinians to Israel,
trapping them between the fence and
the Green Line, a result of Sharon's
`minor' deviations. When Mahmoud
Abbas was in office, he said that the
Israeli-built structure would hinder the
peace process and called for its
removal just as he called for a freeze
on Israeli settlements in the West Bank
and Gaza. Supported by some from the
decimated Israeli peace camp, the
Palestinians fear this new fact-on-the~

ground will pemanently deprive them
of land they still hope will be part of an
independent state.
The Berlin wall. Palestinian
Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat, as
ever, is a little more evocative in his
description. `The Berlin wall' of the
Middle East is how he describes the
new barrier, which he says is being

The Apartheid wall. Arafat does
not have the monopoly on referring to
historic injustices when labelling the
new boundary. Arab Israeli Members
of the Knesset have been among the
most outspoken against the new
structure, pointing to its devastating
effects on the Palestinian population.
``An Apartheid policy is being created
under the justification of preventing
terror," says Ahmed Tibi, a Member of
Knesset for the Arab Movement for
Renewal.
His
colleague,
MK
Mohammed Barakeh, says the
structure "eliminates diplomatic
negotiations. I do not understand how
Jews are not ashamed to look in the
mirror at the collective memory of their
people in the ghettoes, at the fact that
they are putting entire cities and
villages under siege." MK Azmi
Bishara, Balad party, dismisses the
new barrier as a "populist" response to
suicide bombers.

Separation fence. Popular among
Israeli Jews, it certainly is. According
to the long-running Peace Index survey
in July, 80 percent of Jewish Israelis
continued on next page
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were in support of building a fence to
separate Israel and the Palestinians.
This wide consensus indicates that
support for the separation concept cuts
across political camps. The idea of the
fence was originally proposed by the
Israeli left, following the collapse of
the Israeli-Palestinian talks at Taba in
January 2001. "Since there is no one

for us to negotiate with, what are our
options for security but to unilaterally
separate from the Palestinians,"
concluded veteran Labour politician
Haim Ramon. He stipulated that the
boundary - which he envisaged would
garner international support - was an
interim measure, before achieving a
final comprehensive agreement. The
idea appealed to those focused on
Israeli security concerns, those
troubled by the demographic threat
posed by the blurring of Israel's
borders, and those fed up with the
corrupting effect on Israeli society of
denying more than three million
Palestinians their basic rights. That is
how support reached 80 per cent.
Fence as a future border. The
consensus does not extend to the route
of the fence. Ramon - like former
American President Bill Clinton at
Taba - suggested that Israel withdraw
from the vast majority of Palestinian
territory, encompassing 80% of settlers
and a minimal part of the Palestinian
population. Those to his left are
adamant the fence should more strictly
follow the Green Line, despite its
complications. Ministers in the current
right-wing coalition - which have
mostly come round to the fence idea
now they have realized its route can be
creatively directed - are busy debating
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just how far into Palestinian territory
the path should stray. The most recent
dispute has divided Sharon and
Defence Minister Shaul Mofaz. IVIrile
Mofaz favours a route which
encompasses the settlements of Ariel,
Kedumim and Immanuel, located deep
into the West Bank, Sharon is facing
heavy pressure from the Americans to
protrude less into Palestinian areas.
The projected length for this section of
the fence, which is yet to be built,
ranges from 150 kin to a whopping 613

kin, depending on just how many
Jewish settlement blocs and roads in
the West Bank it has to loop. Other
parts of the fence, such as the first
completed stretch -some 120 lm from
Salam to Elkana - also include several
deviations away from the Green Line.
Not all can be explained by the location
of Jewish populations or security

concerns. The deviations have major
budgetary implications too, as the
fence costs NIS 10 million a kilometre.

The Jerusalem envelo|)e. Anyone
familiar with the aprawling geography
of Jerusalem will lmow that to try and
build a wall there separating the
Palestinians from Israel is simply
impossible, even before considering
the long ago-erased Green Line.
Currently under constniction, the fence
in the capital is leaving some tens of
thousands of Israeli Arabs who live,
work, study and pay their municipal
taxes in Jerusalem on its wrong side,
while an estimated 50,000 Palestinians,
who carry West Bank identity cards,
will be inside the `Jerusalem
Envelope.' Besides the humanitarian
issues involved in the carve-up - and
the appropriation of land actually to
build the fence on - even the security
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political gains. Rather, he calls it a

"definition fence," for the first time

defining the historically bluITy extent
of Jewish sovereignty in the Land of
Israel, even if the Israeli government
denies this. It is not a route of peace, he
writes, as that would require a border
more or less along the 19671ines and

the Palestinians giving up the right of
return. It is merely narrowing the
occupation until peace arrives. "Now,
Israel knows its limits," says Shavit.

"For the route of the fence indeed

benefits seem dubious.
The bug. The fence is to have a
series of gates through which
Palestinians can travel to reach their

work, their finlands, their hospitals

gates, or simply not arriving at all. So

the fence and the gates are fast
becoming prime symbols of the
occupation. in the meantime, senior
army officials are criticising delays in
constructing the fence. One, following
the recent terror attacks in Israel,
compared the unfinished fence to
"building one-third of a dam against a

and their relatives. `The bug,' or insect,
is how the gates are referred to in army
slang, the Hebrew word is pz.sApesfe.
They are going to be a bother for the
soldiers and border police, as Israel
will have responsibility for security on
both sides of the fence. But the
consequences are far greater for those
who need to pass through them. Where
such gates are already fully operational
in Gaza, there have been several
reports in the Israeli and international

flood." So far, this new construction is
not fulfilling anyone' s intentions.
The definition fence. Israeli
journalist Ari Shavit has a slightly

press of soldiers arriving late to open
them from 7 until 9 in the moming and
2 until 5 in the afternoon. Soldiers have
also been accused of harassing
Palestinians who pass through the

country, slicing up the landscape and
blocking off entire populations," and
has East German and South African
cormotations, he also says it is vital but not for security, or immediately
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different take to the rest of the
commentators on the fence. Ih7hile he
acknowledges that the fence is
"repulsive... cutting through the

defines Israel as a democratic national
state. . . pragmatic and life-seeking."
The trouble with focusing on
language is that it ignores the human
side of constructing such a baITier in
this most sensitive pat of the globe.
Ih7ho cannot feel sick to the stomach
when faced with Palestinians whose
homes and lives have literally - and

figuratively - been destroyed by the
construction of the fence? But who in
Israel can convincingly argue against a
piece of barbed wire that could save a
loved one? And who can look a
bereaved parent in the eye and think
about what might have been if the fence
had been in place three years ago? Even
so, the longer it takes for a peace
agreement to be reached, when both
sides will recognise the other's right to
statehood and security, the more
bereaved parents there will be - on
both sides of the fence .

CHARLOTTE HALLE g7-ew c(p czs a member
of North West Surrey Synagogue and is a
graduate Of RSY Netzer. She moved to Israel in
March 1999 and is a reporter for Ha'aretz
English Edition which can be read online at
www.haaretzdaily.com.
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admiringly I had done just the right
thing and I realised how important my
problems and failures were. There is a
lot of healing in them, when they are
shared.

THEY NEEDED A
NICE RABBI WITH
A NICE WIFE
Lionel Blue
remember Linda Bayfield who was
kindWRITING
and welcoming
to me and
IAM
THIS
ASmyI
friends in difficult times.
I graduated from the Leo Baeck
College in stages. About 1958 I

became a Reverend, which never suited
me, and a few years later a Rabbi. They
took away my nice handwritten
Reverend certificate and I was given a
printed glossy on transatlantic lines
which I was told to frame and hang
over my desk, like that of a company
director, to show I was legit. It
reminded me of the marriage contract
which my grandad and granny used to
hang over their bed for the same
purpose. I stopped them antiqueing it
on imitation vellum.
I was at this time let loose on
congregations. The problems which
nearly wrecked them and me were, you
can guess it, gay love - in Britain its
expression was still criminal - and the
bits of breakdown which were still
simmering in me.
In my fantasies, I had imagined my
first rabbinical office. It would be a
long room with two doors and my desk
in the middle. Through one door would
enter a line of sorrowing congregants.
They would sigh and I would sigh as I
looked up their problems in my fat
folios. Eureka! I had found their
answer. All sighs ended as they
marched out through the second dear,
whispering their Hosannas and their
gratitude to God and me - in that order
because I was humble. I smirked
piously over them.

I soon wafted down to solid earth,
despite the fantasy. I learnt that many
of life's problems have no answer not in this life anyway. Religion can
give us the courage to face them, not to
remove them. But when we face them
we can learn to live with them, cope
with them and see opportunities in
them we had never thought of before. I
learnt this spiritually at a Quaker
meeting. Now I knew it was true in fact
as well as in faith.
Another lesson from that Quaker
meeting proved itself in similar
fashion,
`in the field' as the
anthropologists say. I was appointed to
a new congregation and just as I was
closing shop late at night, an aggressive
young man muscled in. "Are you the
rabbi?" he said. "Yes," I admitted
grandly, "I am he." "Well, I'm going to
commit suicide," he said, "and what
are you going to do about it?" "Let's
have a cup of tea," I said weakly. None
of my Talmud had prepared me for this
but my own neuroses had. "I tried once
to commit suicide, too", I told him,
"and it's a jolly sight harder than you
think.„
We had tea and biscuits and took

turns jumping off the sofa, discussing
possible painless ways. Then at about
3am he said that he'd enjoyed himself
very much and I told him I had, too. He
had to clock in now, he said, because
he was on early moming shift. Sony, I
replied, and I meant it because I had
not discussed the technical side of
suicide for years. I never saw him
again. Later, a therapist told me

Before I had left the Leo Baeck, my
Talmud teacher (who did not take to
me, and I don't blame bin because I
was a chain smoker and even though I
sat at the other end of the room by the
window, I still managed to envelop him
in cigarette smoke like Moses in the
cloud) said grudgingly but admiringly,
after reading my rabbinic thesis, that
one day I could do great things with
Talmud and Aranaic. But in the field
nobody wanted such apecialities. They

did want to know, thoudr about my
clumsiness, my anxieties, my depressions, my inconsistencies and how I
dealt with them.
Later on I found out that there were
honest-to-God lewd, 1anghter-filled,
furmy, neurotic passages and stories in

that lnighty work, but they were not
ones we were taught, Joseph and
Potiphar's wife excepting. As a rabbi
once said to me "Ado Blue, your
successes make you clever but only
your problems and failures malre you
wise." I was quite well provided with
the latter.
My second congregation was in the
middle of the middle class suburbia I
had been trying to leave for years, so I
ministered to it with mixed feelings. It
was comfortable and cony; covered in

rose bushes and maintained with
mortgages. I was received in front
rooms, furnished just like my parents'
with a standard lamp, a three-piece
suite, a drinks cabinet and a deep
bakelite TV, which the family sat
around and which occxpied the salne
place in their lives as the radio during
the war.

Because I began to like my new
congregantsandgetveryfondofthem,
I graduated with relief from their front
rooms into their back: kitchens. And
sipping coffee and munching little
Jewish biscuits called fa-cheJs', I began
to listen to them after I'd finished
spouting. Some had endured a
childhood poorer than mine in the
poverty of London's East End. Some
had a childhood of riches but lost
everything barely escaping with their
lives from Berlin, Prague, Warsaw.
Some had arrived on hidertransports,
half-knowing they would never see
their parents again, waving them off,
determinediy cheerful, at a German
station.

Nearly every family had a dreadful
tale to tell about themselves and those
dear to them. I could hardly imagine
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such suffering. I did not want to
imagine such suffering. I looked at
them thereafter and their sane suburban
lives with awe. They had come through
horror and were still whole. I would
have gone to bits. And yet I was
preaching to them about life which in
their sense I had hardly experienced. I
tried to speak from then on only about
what I knew. This seemed only decent.
My sermons got much more matter
of fact, more real and much better. I
also began to understand their present
lives, not so secure and untroubled as
their trim houses suggested. Most were
orhadbecomestrugglingbusinessmen,
bringing up families on credit from the
local banks, their businesses and
mortgages shaken by every gust of the
changing winds of the British economy
and the steady devaluation of the
pound. Many I knew didn't sleep at
night for worry. I did not sleep much
either.

One chaiman of the congregation
was ambivalent about rabbis, as many
chairmen are. Why he was ambivalent
I understood very well. His father had
been beadle of a wealthy upper class
congregation and he himself got
patronised, pleasantly intended of
course, by clergy and congregation. I
had been in a similar situation with
rich relatives.

Now was his chance to turn the
tables. I was to be `his' rabbi and `his'
chaplain. But I was not `his' to

anybody, though I truly admired his
energy, and single-minded devotion. In
the end we made up after a stormy
meeting.
I was at one end of a train coach on
the underground, and he was at the
other, both of us staring tight-lipped
away from each other. Then my inner
Voice and Friend entered into my mind
- old Whosoever Whatsoever. Warily

and cautiously I went over to him - he
was a bigger man than me - and said
since I would be leaving, and he would
have the congregation to himself, we
might as well exit from each other's
lives with courtesy. I respected him
deeply, though I could not agree with
him. But in time it would all be
forgotten so, as my friend Bertie in
Amsterdam used to say, `Don't take it
too heavy dearie, don't take it too
heavy!' His mouth opened and a
surprised look came into his eyes. Old
Whosoever
Whatsoever
had
disconcerted him as well as me.

That right we went drinking, and
told each other in a haze bits of our life
stories, mine of course censored. I
trusted him but England was not
Holland. I told him I would stay with
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the congregation till it got too big,
which he wanted. I sentimentally
wanted to keep it small with services in
a hired hall which was unrealistic.
For me these were the best times,
when the chairman carried in chairs,
and the ladies made tea and cakes, the
wardens carefully covered over the

pictures of Jesus, and the harmonium
wheezed and our singer Leoni ran
through her scales. And a beggar
passed by and looked in enviously and
was regaled with coffee and cake
without strings, without needing to stay

For me these were
the best times,
when the chairman
carried in chairs,
a,nd the ladies
made tea and cakes,
the wardens caref fully
covered over the
pictures Of Jesus,
and the harmonium
wheezed and our
singer Leohi ran
through her scales.
for the service. We became a family on
those cold winter evenings and for me
and some of them heaven happened.
When we became bigger something
different happened. It was the hidden
price of success. There was a grand
service of blessing. We had our own
building now, tbe chairman had
worked hard and the worthies were
coming to bonour us. A strange
mumbling old man entered the
synagoguejust before the service, quiet
but strange. He did not seem drunk, but
someone said he had come from the
pub. A note was passed to me and to
the warders that he was being shown
into my offroe, where the caretaker's
wife was to serve him tea and cake,
give him a pound note and ask him to
wait till the service was over when I
would see bin. But he did not stay. He
didnottakethepoundandonlynibbled
one biscuit. He had not come for
handouts, just to experience the
service, and we had kept him out.
Putting on the style was leading me
astray and old WW did not like it. He
and I did not like the fibs I would

increasingly have to utter about my
private life and part`ner in my
increasingly public situation. The
congregation deserved something more
normal and I resigned to become a sort
of bishop of a bankrupt diocese on the
continent. They gave me, before I left,
an electric razor - hint, hint - a smart
case, more elegant than I was used to,
life membership of the congregation
and free burial. I would get a hearse, a
car, a plot and the customary rabbiric
services including prayer in my home.
What joy. What bliss. I was deeply
touched when my chairman came to
see me off at the airport. Unfortunately
I did not see him off when he died only
a year or so later. I was away and I still
feel sony.
Another realisation hit me. I had
thought so much about the state, the
workers' state, that I had never
bothered to find out who did the work
in the state. I just assulned somebody
did it or was paid to do it, or more
conveniently itjust did itself. But it did
not and never had. Someone had to
look after dependent older people and
help the parents of autistic children and
visit patients in hospitals and make tea
for cheery friendship clubs. All this
unpoliticised social work, in its true
sense, was done by maiden aunts,
overburdened housewives, single
daughters and old codgers who gave a
hand. A myriad of committees met
regularly to provide money for
sandwiches, drives for day outings and
make sure the lonely had a sort of
family life. The people and the
committees who did this were an
extraordinary humble lot, much at the
mercy of community politicians, but
non-complaining.
This changed my view of the suburb.
I still thought its silent rose-lined
streets too quiet compared to the living
vaudeville of streets in the slunls or

Bohemia, but I now appreciated the
hard work which made the suburbs
peaceful and generally speaking
contented. The work was given freely
mainly by women who did not do it to
crown themselves with or for their own
advantage. Their goodness was
unconscious and they showed me
another road to heaven. I grieved when
I left them - but I felt I could no longer
fib to them. They needed a rice rabbi
with a nice wife and nice kids. So I

fondly sald farewell .
RABBI LI0NEL BLUF, ORE, I.s a grczd"are
Of Leo Baeck College, f;ormer Corrvenor of the
Beth Din Of the Reform Synagogues Of Great
Britain and one of Britain's best Janown and
loved religious broadcasters and authors. He is
currently working on his autobiography.
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our seusitivity to the apiritual even if
we can never create it on demand.
Refining our sensitivities to the
spiritual can lead to a special kind of
wisdom. We recognise those who have
such wisdom when we meet them, in
person, or in their witing. One of my
own sources of inspiration has been
Abraham Joshira Heschel ( 1907-1972)

who combined the mystic understanding of Hasidism with the intellectual
heritageofEnligintenmentscholarship.
These thro worlds combined within
him to produce Twiting and living of
great apiritual infeusity: `The higher
goal of apirittrd lfving is not to amass a

wealth of information, but to face
sacred moments... to have more does
not mean to be more... There are no
two hours ahike. Efu-Cry hour is unique

and the only one Siren at the moment,
exclusive and endlessly precious.'
(from `The Sabbath'9 ±9S1).

All of tis know the difference

The word `spiritwality' has assumed an ever greater inportance in
Jewish parlance on both sides Of the Atlandc over the last decade. But
it does not have a natural Hebrew equivalent. There is a suspicion that
diferehi people mean different things by the word. So MANNAL asked
ftye members Of the British Progressive coryimunity what spirituality
means to them. Where do you find it? How do you cultivate it?
Hciw do you recognise it? What makes Jewish spirituality distinctive?

One Of ray oun
sources Of irspiredon
has been A:braham

Joskra Heschal
(i907-1972)

who combined the
mystic ttnderstanding

HOWARD C00PER

OfHasidinviththe

Rabbi, psychotherapist and

tviel}ectral heidage

aLulhoT o£ The Alphabet of

Paradise: An A-Z of Spirituality
for Everyday Life.

moments of wonder. Moments
as if we
are seeing
EACHwhen
OF we
USfeelHAS
KNOIVN
the world for the first time. Moments
when we become finely attuned to the
rhythm and pulse of life. Moments
when life is filled with `nowness'. The
insights and experiences we have during
such moments are often described as
spiritual. Although they can be sought,
they are often a surprise when they
happen, unpredictable. A revelation.
What kind of occasions awaken
spiritual insight and experience in us?
Walking in nature, sunounded by the
grandeur and beauty of creation.
Listening to certain kinds of music.
Celebrating life events with family and
friends. Confronting the death of someone we love. Engaging with art and
literature. Studying the Torah in a

reflective way. Helping someone in
need. Singing, dancing, praying in a
community, on Shabbat or a festival.
Doing a piece of work with precise
attention to what is happening each
moment. Speaking in depth with
another person. Moments within relationships of physical or emotional
intimacy, or intellectual discovery.
Alone or with others, spiritual
insights arise in a variety of
circumstances and assume many
different forms. Ivhat such moments
share is that they feel as if they are
given as a gift, rather than coming as
the result of our own efforts. We can
never make them happen. Yet we can

play our part in being open to what is
presented to us. This is what the Sfee772cz
is instructing us : `Leam to /I.sfe7z, Israel,
to pcz); cz#e72fz.o7€...'. We can develop

Of Emltgltenment
schalctrship.
between being apen to other people,
nature, life as i€ mJ9:olds - and feeling
defensive, indiffelant eymieal, critical ,

vindictive. The di±ce also b etween
sensing hamony- or meaning in an
experience, aEd feeling a|]athetic,
sceptical alienated All of us know
these diffeREces - but what we may
not. know is LOTt- to develop our
awareness Of that elusi+'e, yet ever-

present apiritEal dinension to life.
Fife may- not be atle to do it on our
own.Itcanbehelpfiritoworkonone's
apirittlal deb-elopmen€ with a group of
like-minded souis3 or with an individual teacher. Christianity has long
had the tradition of a personal spiritual
director. Judaism Las been more
reticent about this more individualised
approach, althongrd the Hasidic moveMAI\lRA AUTUMN 2003

ment encouraged personal meetings
between rebbe and feczsz.d. Whichever

route one takes involves a coming-toterns with both our uniqueness and
our insignificance in the scheme of
things, a reckoning with the potential
richness of life and the inevitability of
loss and death. One day we will leave
it all behind - and the poignancy of
this knowledge, of life's abundance
and its transience, is the cruel, yet lifeenhancing grist in the oyster. To
cultivate this awareness is the task of a
lifetime - and can be understood in a
moment.
It is true, as someone said,

that in
A world without heaven all is
f;arewe||.
(Mark Strand, from Dczrfr fJczrbo#r,
1993) I

TANET BERENSONPERKINS
Teacher, educational consultant
and Living Judaism fieldworker.

tocormectwiththecommunity1ampart
of, and to have space to contemplate and
reflect.
I have a sense of what God is:
fecz '7„czfro", the holy place - all around
me, %cz 'sfeefrfez.7zcz, the in-dwelling

presence, rzfczcfe, the spirit and breath

that inspires all life, and the Energy
that motivates the laws of the universe.
I think I know what religion is: the
organised body of beliefs and practice
espoused by a group of people who
may agree some of the time about some
of the things they say and do.
But what and where is spirituality? I
have spent the last thirty years at least
following a path without a map and
wrestling with angels I do not
recognise until after we have thrown in
the towel. And occasionally, there has
been a glimmer of light: the light that
the Creator decided was the first thing
the universe needed. The light that
shines from within me and you and
warms our souls when we feel coldest
and most in need. The light that glistens
on the water and makes sense of it all.
I have searched for it at every step of
the way: when my mother died
overnight in her sleep at 51, when I
was just 22, and had just that day
returned from a summer away. When
my best friend Stephanie succumbed
to cancer five years after they told her
she had just a year to live. She had
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argued that she could not leave baby
Sacha at least until she was five, and
that is when she left. When our two
extraordinary daughters were born,
Rachel after twenty-six hours of hard
work and Deborah after twenty-five
minutes of indescribable intensity. And
most recently, when my husband of
almost twenty years chose to become
Jewish and agreed to come under the

chuppah with me.
The only thing I am sure of is that
God does indeed work in mysterious
ways, and the mystery is both the
challenge and the gift. I have leaned
that life is short, and whether we have
one or numerous lives, what I do in this
one really matters.
I do not search for spirituality,
despite what I've just said. I know it is
present a,t every moment, even when I
am looking the other way. I know it is
part of me, the best part of me, which
can bring out occasionally what God
has made it possible for me to be.

our traditional liturgy, sometimes
wordlessly or in my own words,
inspired by my own havcz7z72czfe. I stop

and notice, whenever I can, the
miracles that are with us at every
moment, at evening, morning and
noon. Most particularly, when I see a
rainbow, I will stop the car or whatever
I am doing, and thank God for the
promise of life. I try to be quiet - a real
struggle for a Jew! - and hear the still
small voice the Quakers know about.
And I try to look for and see those
angels who cross my path, and
recognise them for what they are aliother chance to be what I could be I

TONY HAMMOND
Educator, lecturer and final year
rabbinic student at Leo Baeck
College - Centre for Jewish
Education.

once everything to me and yet

The only thing I am
sure Of is that God
does indeed work
in inysterious ways,
and the mystery is
both the challenge
and the gife.

I have leaned that
life is short, and
whether we have one
or ri;unerous lives,

what I do in this one
really matters.
It is within me, around me, and
between me and you. It reminds me
that there are no "others,'' or as the
Buddhists say, "there is no self." As I
continue my journey through the
realms of Kabbalah, Buddhism, Jewish
ritual and liturgy, meditation and
relationships, it becomes clearer that
the three Os of the deity, ormipotent,
omniscient and omnipresent, which I
memorised as a child, only just begin
to capture what it is all about.
So how do I cultivate it? By daily
practice. I pray a lot, sometimes using

not enough. I admit
to feeling
SPIRITUALITY
MEANS
AT

some unease with the term spirituality
-theterm,ratherthanthoseexperiences
to which the word is used to refer. My
problem with it stems from the fact that
to talk about spirituality, for me at least,
is to suggest that there is one distinct
behaviour or activity or state of consciousnessbeingreferredtobytheword
without quite risking saying what it is.
As a result it obscures rather than illuminates. Whereas prayer, meditation,
contemplation, awe, wonder, mitzvah,
(and a number of other expressions referring to our being in one way or
another more or less fully open to the
mystery of our life, or connected in
some unconditional way to others), all
these terms, open as they are to broad
inteapretation, nevertheless give some
shape, some useful co-ordinates, to the
inner, spiritual landscape. Moreover in
this language, the spiritual life of generations continues to speak to us from
our tradition and from the cultural and
religious traditions of others. We can
think of it all as human spirituality, but
if we are going to connect with it personally, and draw on it in our own lives,
then we need a rather clearer articulation, a more detailed map with better
definition.

Having said that, I aln aware that the
term is widely and increasingly
commonly used to point to a whole
range of experiences, insights and
states of being that I am convinced are
each individually of the greatest
importance. And by using the word
spirituality we are intimating that there
continued on next page

is something crucial that all these have
in common. Perhaps the problem arises
from the fact that what they have in
common, is, by definition, not
susceptible to precise definition.
Nevertheless we need, I believe, to
struggle to translate our relations with
the divine and eternal, into connotative
or symbolic language, into poetry,
perhaps. We should not rest content
with the noble but rather over-general
term: spirituality.
However problematic some of us

We should not rest
content with the
noble but rather
over-general term:
spirhaality.
may find it, the term has recently come
to be used very widely, and in contexts
where we would not previously have
expected to come across it. For example, in glossy magazine advertisement
columns, where spiritual `services' are
offered alongside other services and

products. A random flnd: The School
of Spiritual Psychology, North Carolina, offers programmes in Sacred
Service, Spiritual Therapeutics and
Soul Retreats. This was placed immediately above an advertisement for an
MBA in Sustainable Management.
This gives rise in me to a deeply ambivalent response. On the one hand
such appearances in the marketplace of
spiritual services is a welcome corrective to the assumption that all our
human needs can be met by material
products. On the other hand there
seems to be the danger that the needs
of the spirit are being seen as yet another opportunity for the commerce of
consumerism. I have a feeling that for
many spirituality has become the acceptable alternative to religion, and
allows people to retain a secular idemtity, while escaping from the tendency
to think of themselves as reduced
solely to consumers. Spirituality has
become something of a rearguard defence against an invasive secular
identity, promising to keep a door open
to some opportunity, bowever illdefined, to find our true, integrated
selves. It is sad that spirituality should
come to be an alternative to religion,
and that spirituality, defined often in
the loosest and vaguest of terms should
ever have more appeal than a spiritually complex and evolved religious
culture. That is where as a student
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rabbi, I see my spiritual challenge! .

MARCIA PLUMB
Congregational rabbi and teacher
of spirituality at Leo Baeck
College - Centre for
Jewish Education.

your life?' This was the

HOW question
DOES I GOD
ACT
IN
put to the
rabbinic
students on my spirituality course at
Leo Baeck College - Centre for Jewish
Education.
The students looked blankly at me
and explained that they did not
understand the question. I asked more
simply; `What is your belief in God?'
They then said that they did not feel
comfortable with the question.
I realised I and the students had a lot
of work to do together.
The question `How does God act in
my life and in the life of the world?'
has been one of the central questions
that informs my view of the world and
myself. It shapes my decisions and
actions. While I was in rabbinic school,
all my sermons and my rabbinic thesis
notes were stolen the night before Rosh
Hashanah. This was in the days before
computers. One of my spiritual guides,
Father Mike Roebert, asked me the
question that would stay with me for
the rest of my life: `What was God
trying to teach you?' We both knew
that God had not actively aITanged for
someone to steal my precious
possessions, but Father Roebert was
saying something more challenging:
Now that this difficult event has
happened, what is God going to teach
you? What fundamental shift do you
need to make in order to see yourself
differently, and thus act differently? In
this case, I was being guided to let go
of my admittedly `anal' control over
words and my desire to get every word
of every sermon and thesis perfect. In
the case of the sermons, God was
challenging me to trust my instincts
and speak from my heart rather than
from carefully scripted words. The next
day, at the Rosh Hashanah service, I
spoke for the first time in public about
my relationship with God. I spoke with
no notes, also for the first time. I spoke
from my soul, rather than from my
head. The sermons that year were the
best I had ever given.
For me, God is active in the world,
part of what goes on, as both the initial
One Who Gave Birth to Creation, and
as a subtle but active force on a daily
level. God presents me with large and
small
miracles,
blessings
and

challenges all tbe time. It is my
responsibility to notice them. Rabbi
Lawrence Kusbner snggests that most
of the time we are asleep, but
occasionally we `wake ixp' enough to
notice the wonder of God's presence,
and the sacredness of life.
Spirituality is an art. The search for
a cormection with God, or for awe, or
inner peace requires practice. One
makes a decision to begin the journey
toward opemess to God's presence.
We often frope for a sudden bolt of
aliveness, or a feeling of the `soulfilled-up.' It is possible to be struck
silent with awe ol. spill over with
unexpected tcals when we experience
this on rare occasions, through nature,
art, or music, or throuch significant

events like childbirth. But for
sensitivity to holiness in daily life, one
must practice. Spirrfuality is a

Spirtiunlfty is an art.
The search f ;or

a correction
with God, or fior ci:we,
or i,ITne]. peace

requires prackce.
discipline that requires

regular

exercises and af€enfioB. It needs action,

orrather,anactiveapeningoftheheart,
an active pilrstri€ of God in our Eves.
TheexercisescaEbeofourchoosing
- regular prayer, from 4dre s7-ddur or of
our own creati®B; study, perhaps
simply reading +die full i`'eeHy Torah
poltionasmyf=fierdidf`orsometime,
or social justiee wodr
We can also use Other Jewish
practices. DtHing ene faith chsis years
ago,oneofmyifeiEiespirittlalguides
instrticted mE `ue ±`oileTT the Hasidic

storyofthepersoniFEoEapttwopieces
ofpaperinfi3irpockFTL>inenepocket

went the paper i¥ijiich said, €1 am but
drst and aches.' fa the other pocket
went the paper rfe±ch said, `The world
was created ld`ol. m`- sal=e.' I was to take
the Cdllst' paper orri T+iien I felt too

cocky or serf-possessed I was to read
the other OEL- i`-EeEi I i+as in need of

sixppolt or encouragement. I followed
this practice for a 5rear, and it changed
the way I see 3E5-stlf ei-en to this day.
When TTe Cpractiee', for instance
pray er-Cry day-, Th-e may meet God

occasionafty-, but not every time. But it
is ceFEain thai OFT hearts ivill be more

open to faiths and lot-a, and peace I
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Mazal Tov
A step towards
a happier future
Details from Ruth Green

Progressive
Jewish Marriage
Bureau
28 St John's Wood Road
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020 7289 8591

Email: mazaltov@ulps.org
Mazal Tov is non-profit making

Martin Slowe
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Tel: (020) 7284 9420
Fax: (020) 7482 4116

Email: ms@martinslowe.demon. co.uk
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CAROLE MARRIED
UNDER HER 100TH CHUPPA||

the early 1980s, intricately working in
porcelain and stoneware and drawing

from the attention to detail she leant
as a lace designer. Following the death
of her husband, she was faced with a
life-changing decision.
Life in her native South Africa was
becoming fraught, with increasing
crime in the suburbs. Bringing up her
children in a safe environment was of
paramount importance. She also
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relaised that her art was `Euro-centric '
and no longer of interest to the galleries
which now concentrated on African
and `township' arE with the rise of the
Mandela government.
Carole packed up the essentials of
family life and came to England. Her
kilns and equipment remained in
South Africa. She came to find a
`new life' and sought to diversify her
skills. Textiles seemed a natural
progression.
It took her a while to absorb the
shock of this unfamiliar society. Her
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Tribute to a Litvak I:ailor
Dye discharged Cotton and Thread

art helped her to assimilate and connect
to her new environment.
Working with pure silk velvet and
cotton, Carole now uses the Japanese
art of S:fez.borz. - a method of pulling

and dyeing the cloth to make marks.
These marks have been made in a
controlled way to express and
illustrate the joy of remembering and
to record her art.
Visual memories are the key to
Carole Smollan's work. From the
visual and pleasing memory held of the
first Hebrew letters and phrases leant
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as a child, to the intrusive and less
subtle image of graffiti in life today.
Memories of her grandfather, a trip
to Lithuania, a meeting with a Litvak
tailor who introduced her to cloth at an
early age - her work is a response to
these memories. In Lithuania she
became aware of how early Jewish
communities were moved around and
`rebom' elsewhere. .

Carole takes the fibre out of its
normal context, searching for the
essential quality of the material itself.
continued on next page
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Seeking Balance in your Life
Shibori on Silk

By extending its value and representing
it in an altemative fom, she creates a
`new life' for the textile - as anyone
who emigrates has to create a `new
life' for themselves.
Having made her huge leap into the
unknown, Carole slowly found new
avenues in which to pursue her art. The
Board of Deputies of British Jews
contacted her and commissioned a
cfe#ppczfe, a bride-to-be saw the design,

ordered one, told her friends and before long Heirloom studio was born.
Carole had found something precious,
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something that encompassed her religion, which she could pass on to future
generations as a visual memory. From
her studio she has been sending the
hand painted cfettj2f7of all over the world
and she recently married under her
100th Chuppali design, since beginning
in Britain.
The culmination of this fascination
with the tactile and mobile qualities
of textiles can be seen in an
exhibition at the Stemberg Centre

from 4 November 2003 - January
2004 I
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You created a world such as this
Dyed and discharged Velvet with stitch

•`.iL±i.3=.i-tfr=:. .`. `±tTte,ed;^`.Tis:.:i.`~ - .a::t=e±`n!.:

"The Threads of my Identity"
Lazertran on silk with paint and stitched thread

=h
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encofres?

For seventy years, customers have been applauding
Grahams' performance. .
We offer the finest audio and visual technology,

"One of the five
best hi-fi shops
in the world"

with intelligent, informed and friendly staff. Our listening

rooms are air-conditioned and we have our own car park.

Most of our customers come back many times,

`,-.;FEL

sometimes to add to their equipment, sometimes just for a
PERFORMANCE

good music recommendation and a chat.

They value the service that we offer. We value them.

i

I N STA LLATI O N
4L

phone 020 7226 5500

DESIGN

Grahams Hi-Fi, Canonbury Yard,190a New North Road, London N17SB Tel: 020 7226 5500 Fax: 020 7359 7620
Email:enq @ grahams.co.uk

http://w\^rw.grahams.co.uk
Grahams Hi-Fi is a member of BADA and CEDIA
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BARRY HYMAN IN CONVERSATION WITH

AAAUREEN LIPAAAN
In the se^cond Of. a serie: Of short intgviews: Barry_Hyman_s_pe_aks _to one Of the Jewish Corrmunity's
finest talents, who is curendy stcin:ng in -`Thiorougivfy Modern Miliy' in the West End.
B:FI:. Film, TV and stage actor, singer,
impersonator, dancer, outhoi'. Is
there anything you still desperately yearn to do?

ML: I want to be able to think ahead.
Plan, organise my life, hold a list
in my head, fill my time in a
disciplined way instead of always
being a product of the Chaos
theory. Career-wise, I think I need
to act less and direct more. Of
course, I still cherish the ambition
to play a pat on TV or in Film
which has the development of
character that I've enjoyed on
stage, instead of cute little
cameos.

T5:FI:. You took the National Theatre by

storm as Aunt Eller in Oklahoma.
Any aspirations for Lady Macbeth
or Hedda Gabler?
ML: New plays excite me. I'd like to
do cutting edge plays or even
improvised workshops and
ensemble pieces. It is hard for the
British press to accept me as a
classical actress. They may do so
when I'm old and past it. I have a
wish list of parts I should have
done, like Lady Macbeth or
Beatrice or Arkadina, but it
doesn't cut me to the quick that I

didn't have my version of them
compared to the past or the

posthmous.
TI;E:. Hugely in demand, do you

actully get any downtime and if
sO what do you do with it?

I\fl: I have a bad a.ttifude to relaxation.

I'm either on my feet running,
cocking,driving,1eaming,whting,
or I'm comatose in front of the TV.
Reading and Radio 4 are my salvation and my escape from duty.
Coolingwithoiltrecipesisameditation and a medication to me.
F5;F1:. Is there something special about

appearing in work by Jack flowsbc[nd, writer Jack Rosenthal] and
does he write with you in mind?

EL: No, but we speak in the same
rhythm, so it's a short cut to
synchionicity of intent. When we
do work together, he's generally
happy with the work I do. What's
special about his plays is their
depth, perception, good nature
and eloquence in a seemingly
carefree style and structure. His
words are easy to learn which is
the sign of a good writer. He is a
very socialist writer, with the
underdog always at the heart of
his work. Emotional, melancholic

and so, so fumy.
TI:F1.. Brilliant as so-British Joyce

Grerifell but equally at home as
Ytiddishe Mom,rna, a bag lady or
Beattie. Do you have a favourite
role?

ML: I loved playing Peggy Ramsay in
Pegg);/or yoz/. Of course Joyce
because I love spinning on a
perLny. Oklahoma wa,s an
exhausting joy - daily proximity
to Hugh Jackman helped.
FI:F1.. You got very close to the late

Rabbi Hugo Gryn. What did he
mean to you and did it affiect your
feelings about your Judaism?
ML: Hugo was an inspiration, so unlike
a clergyman, or my accepted view
of one. His sermons were brilliant,
funny, provocative, topical. We
would discuss them all the way
home with our then small kids. I
wish I'd gone every Friday and
Saturday. He made all manner and
degrees of faith possible. He loved
the rebel and the sinner as well as
the gr{//e #esfea4"cz, good soul. He

was warm and welcoming and here it comes again - so funny. He
took the `ism' out of Judaism and
made it both personal and
universal. I miss him I

Next Interview: HRII Prince Philip -The Duke Of Edinburgh
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ESSAY

TWO MODERN MONSTERS HATRED OF ISLAM,
HATRED OF JEWS
Ec[riier this year we received fior review a bock containing in its title the word
Judeophobia. This chariy echoed the word Islamophobia from the inportant
Runnymede Trust publication Of several years ago. It suggested that a revie:w by a
Musttm would be really interesting. So MAIINA im7ited Dr Iifekhar Mdik, a friend Of
the Leo Baeck College-Certre for Jewish Education, to write the revie:w. The rwiew
gathered a life Of tis own and grew into a major Essay. Tine i:houghi that it corweyed the
Muslin narrc[tiwe and the vie:ws Of a sensitive, thougftyul Muslim intellectual
brilliantly and so decided to publish in fitll, minus only the f;ooinotes. In the next issue
OfMAENA. we hope to carry a range Of Je:wish responses.

Paul Iganski and Bany Kosmin, (eds.),
A Nen} Antisefldism? Debed:ng
Judeophobia in 21S` Ceutury Britain.
London: Profile Books & hstitute for
Jewish Policy Research, 2003. Ix+318 pp.
£14.99 ®aperback) 1 86197-651-8

Iftikhar Mahik
criticised. But democracy,

human rights
greater
MODERNITY
IS and
OFTEN
technological advance are no mean
hallmarks of our post-Renaissance
modemity.
In the same vein, the struggle waged
against slavery, discrimination on the
basis of colour, creed or class and
gender, and opposition to colonialism
are further positive attributes of
modernity.
Against the institutionalisation of
racism, continued exploitation of the
poor and vulnerable by a few at the
top, internecine wars in the name of
nationalism or religious fundamentalism are also features of modemity.
They are deeply abhorrent features and
are often referred to as the
Europeanisation or Westemisation of
the world.
Modernity often leads to a rejection
of tradition. But this is a highly
questionable trend. Without feeling
MANNA AUTUMN 2003

nostalgic for empires, a hasty rejection of tradition per se. is disastrous.

The contemporary human being,
despite more awareness, mobility and
greater amenities, is still as violent as
his imperial or tribal ancestors - in
some cases even more callous and
brutal. The developed world is not yet
problem free. One has only to look at
the changing targets of newer forms of
racism or even the powerful avowals
of Nco-Conservatism and unilateralism,underwhttenbystrongeconomies,
xenophobic societal groups and sophisticated weaponry capable
of
eliminating huge population groups.
In all of this, it is pluralism that has
tumedouttobethe`maincasualty.Jews
have undoubtedly been the worst
sufferers of this feature of modemity
by virfue of being concurrently both at
the very heart of this modernising and
91obalising Europe, and ais-o part of the
indigenous communities of a colonised
world which have been on tbe

receiving end of modemisation and
Europeanisation.
Within Europe and Nortri America,
their fellow monotheists - once again
suffering from institutional racism and
even outright discrimination - are the
Muslim diasporic groups, who have
never had an easy ride. 9/11 has tuned
Muslims into the "new Jews" of the
West.

History, which, sadly, is being
retailored to suit the exclusionary
needs of fundamentalists and
nationalists everywhere, reveals an
altogether different experience. Very
few people realise that the Muslim
empires, despite their occasionally
urmecessary ventures, were the earliest
epitomes of tolerance and pluralism.
Delhi, Cordoba, Constantinople,
Baghdad, Cairo, Lahore and several
other metropolitan centres of the
Muslim empires were, for a long time,
Muslin minority cities where Hindus,
Christians and Jews flourished while
European Christian kings and Popes
were not only killing one another but
were also engineering pogroms,
Crusades and expulsions.
It is not just Muslim children who,
e7e 773¢Sse, are kept ignorant of this

history. Even their non-Muslim
counterparts have forgotten it. No
wonder. The unprecedented Hispanic
Renaissance was a Christian, Jewish
and Muslim experience of a
celebratory pluralism that has yet to be
re-enacted; the Indo-Islamic culture
remains the most brilliant synthesis of
its kind in South Asian history; and the
Ottoman experience of interfaith interdependence was again successful.
While depicting the glum exile of
the last Ottoman Caliph, Philip
Mansell, in his book Co73s'£tz##73opJe

narrates an encounter between the
Sultan and a Turkish stationmaster.
The deposed Sultan, in his worst
misery and ignominy, was deeply
moved and amazed by the respect
given to hin by this solitary Turk. To
which, the stationmaster observed:
"The Ottoman dynasty is the saviour
of the Turkish Jews. Wfien our
ancestors were driven out of Spain, and
looked for a country to take them in, it
was the Ottomans who agreed to give
us shelter and saved us. from extinction.
Through the generosity of their
goverrment, once again they received
freedom of religion and language,
protection for their women, their
possessions and their lives. Therefore
our conscience obliges us to serve you
as much as we can in your darkest
hour."
The volume under review, £4 Ivei^;

Antisemitism?, offers 17 chapters
under three sections - Manifestations,
Media, and Politics and Religion foreworded and epilogued through a
professional summation seeking
common strands in a wide variety of
views and emphases. The contributors

are all prominent British Jews
including the Chief Rabbi, Dr Jonathan
Sacks, who himself has been on the
receiving end for his views on the
universality of truth, justice and
compassion.

None of the contributors to this
volume has any problem with their
individual Jewish identity and the
issues of Zionism, attitudes towards
Israel or the variable forms of
Judeophobia only reveal minor
differences. Based on a project
sponsored by the London-based
Institute for Jewish Policy Research
(JPR),thevolumecouldhavebenefited
considerably from more critical views
on Zionism and Israel.
Its introduction, while summarising

all previously mentioned areas of
debate, places the number of British
Jews at around 300,000, though the
figures vary slightly. But one remains
curious about the general demographic
trends within British Jewry with reference to its smallness, and gradual
increase or decrease in numbers. For
instance, while the aggregate Muslim
statistics reveal a steady increase, there

are several hypotheses which offer
hotly contested meanings to the trend.
Unlike the recent Muslim Diaspora still in its fomiative stage of settling
down and focus of a negative spotlight
unlike any other - the long-established
Jewish population is largely to be
found in the Greater London area, with
smaller representations in other major
British cities. British Jews are a professional community, well-settled and
economically secure, unlike Muslims,
who may be many times bigger as a
community, yet are meagrely represented in the professional classes. Most
Muslim immigrants are blue-collar
workers who lack proper middle class
institutions and effective networks, and
are still trying. to establish roots. Coming from the fomer colonies and being
non-white further adds to their
exclusion from a predominantly
middle-class, white society and they
thus remain vulnerable to xenophobic
attitudes. The Muslim Diaspora may,
statistically, look impressive yet it
lacks the necessary resources. This,
togetherwithbondingpattems,renders
it a. vastly under-represented,
factionalised and socio-politically
marginalised community of mosque-
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and kinship-based clusters.
The varying responses from second
generation British Muslins, accounting for 70% of the total, also present a
mixed picture with apologia, anger and
moderation characterising such attitudes. Many Muslims, even in the
second generation, remain selfemployed due to paucity of job
opportunities, which may be further
exacerbated by the various forms of
subterranean institutional racism.
Thus, despite smaller rmmbers, British
Jews, unlike their own previous generations, do have certain advantages
accruing from class, culture and other
cmcial denominators. Both their colour and class offer British Jews a useful
`invisibility' though the orthodox

amongst them, like Muslims in general,
may be vulnerable to racist remarks or
rancour. Class, colour and creed - all
the three main denominators - do not
favour Muslims, something that many
Jewish intellectuals privately accept.
In addition, as mentioned in this
volume, the arrival of new immigrants
from the former colonies has allowed
more breathing space to Jews, since
the racist groups have shifted their
focus to Musiins.
Jewish-Muslim tensions are rooted
largely in the Middle Eastern political
imbroglio, besides an unacknowledged
intemalisation of the White Man's
burden on both sides. Many concerned
Muslins and Jews believe that given a
long history of mutual sharing,
especially during the Muslin imperial
era until well into the 20th century, they
can patch up their present hostility if a
credible solution is found to the
Palestinian-Israeli conflict in the best
collective interests. This is not to
trivialise the fact that there are stubborn
sections on both sides whose
essentialisation of Muslim-Jewish
hostility goes beyond political
parameters. Such antagonists have
been multiplying in recent times with
selective killings, increasing Jewish
settlements and Palestinian suicide
bombings. But given the salience of
the political factor, any tangible
solution to the imbroglio should deflate
polarity to a large extent. The issue is
certainly not intractable if one looks at
the millions of rational and peaceloving Muslims and their counterparts
including open-minded Jews and
groups like Gush Shalom. But, again,
it would be simplistic to overlook the
volatile nature of this recent phase in
Jewish/Muslims relations which owes
much to a pernicious legacy, which
effectively evolved during the colonial
era and has fed into the derogatory

images of Jews and of Muslims across
the former colonies.
The location of Jewish groups in the
former colonial countries - however
peripheral it may have been -also adds
to the problems of pervasive images
and misperceptions. Jews, by history
and even by their own choiee and
thanks to their proportionally larger
numbers in the West, have been rightly
perceived to be the torch bearers of
Western civilization, experience of
which in the colonised world has been
problematic. The West encountered by
the East as well as the South in the
modem era with its multiple hold over
the rest is seen as hegemonic. It is a
different story that while being part of
the Western tradition, Jews, in many
cases, were the "poor cousins" or "enemy within" but their contribution to
the evolution of modem Western
civilisation is an established fact and
that also underpins their alienation
from non-wistem societies, including
Muslims. From this perspective, the
Zionist claims to a Biblical Israel or a
Promised Land are plainly seen as
history repeating itself. The nonWestemworldingeneralandtheArabs
in particular do not perceive Zionism
as a religious homecoming; to them, it
is essentially a White Man' s burden - a
merciless colonialism in a holy garb which has been intermittently experienced before. To them, Western
domination stipulated displacement of
the natives, conquest and control of
their lands and a holistic transfernation of their socio-economic
environment. To the peoples in the
former colonies, Zionism is just a latenineteenth century construct and not at
all a long-temi vision. After all, there
was no hindrance to Jewish migration
to the Holy Land under the Muslim
empires when Jews could have4easily
established their majority in some
selected areas. That is why, instead of
soliciting sympathy, the project of
Israel is widely seen as sheer aggression, an abrasive land grab and
on-going violence in the shape of the
expulsion of millions from their native
lands. All this has taken place in league
with the Western-led traditions of
modem slavery and elimination of
indigenous communities.
The last half-century, characterised
by an absence of accommodation to
the native factor in the Middle East,
only strengthens the alien nature of the
Zionist project even though many
recent immigrants to Israel are Asian
and Afucan Jews. But their expulsion
materialised only after the Palestinian
exodus. The ambiguous status and a
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state-engineered alienation of Israeli
Arabs in a confessional and selfavowed Jewish state further underwrite
such views of Zionism and its
propagation. A few centuries back, the
establishment of Israel with unbridled
boundaries - much like the evolution
of white-dominated European/
Western polities such as the United
States,
Canada, New Zealand,
Australia and the entire South America
- would have been easier, but not
anymore. A greater awareness of
human rights , powerful media facilities
and a growing aversion to the
continuation of such projects in recent
times all make Israeli expansion
•highly visible and contentious. When
Palestinians refuse to become "new
American Indians" on their own lands,
people listen with care and concern.
The failure of Israel to establish itself
as a Middle Eastern country, both by
choice and by compulsion, plus its
avowed identification with and
dependence on the Westper se do not
allow it sufficient indigenous
credentials.
The continued .support from Jews
in the West only strengthens its image
as the Western outpost in the heart of
an Eastern, formerly colonised, under
-privileged and denigrated world.
Since the 1990s, to Muslins at large,
the Israeli project, with full support
from Western Zionists, has become
an explicitly anti-Muslim campaign
through its assertive policies in the
Middle East, accompanied by antiMuslim tirades through media and
academia. The Nco-Conservatives,
Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Anne
Coulter, Pat Buchanan and others, and
the entrepreneurs of the American
century, joined by the supporters of
Likud led by Richard Perle, Paul
Wolfowitz, William Kristol, Douglas
Feith, Elliot Abrams etc and the Christian evangelists of the ilk of Frank
Grahaln and Pat Robertson and their
numerous colleagues are intent upon
marginalising the Muslim factor from
the Middle East. Bernard Lewis,
Daniel Pipes and several such scholars
with long-held negative attitudes
towards Islam are not the least abashed
at finding numerous problems with
Islam and Muslims. 9/11 came as a

sought-after opportunity to implement
American unilateralism led by its
strong evangelical and Zionist components before the Second Coming of
Christ. The invasions of Afghanistan
and Iraq, utilising some of the most
horrendous weapons, when not a single
Afghan or haqi had been involved in
the September attacks, and the result-
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ant killings and destruction, are feared
as a precursor to similar ventures
against Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia,
Yemen and Pakistan. For example,
Lan's nuclear programme, despite its
adherence to the NPT, has been
controversialised whereas Israel' s
nuclear programme remains untouchable. Many raise their eyebrows at such
double standards.
Basing his arguments on statistical
information gathered on instances of
Judeophobia, Michael Whine, in his
contribution to this volume, finds a
rising tide in racist incidents. He
attributes its growth to the rise of the

Ultra Ristt and `the Left-liberal media
obsession with Israel... and an
increasingly blatantly antisemitic Arab
and Muslim media [which] help to
create such an environment". Of
course, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
remains a major topic in the news
rapofts and commentaries on Muslim
and Arab channels but most of such
programmes do not preach hatred
towards Jews. Their criticism of Israel,
as observed by this author closely,
unlike the usual tabloid outpourings,
remains focused on Ariel Sharon's
policies and the unflincbing support
from Washington. These newspapers,
magazines and television chamels, except for a few hotheads like
al-Mthajiroon, are mostly responsible
and cautious and one carmot issue such
a blanket verdict especially when
Michael Whine does not speak their
languages. TLe presence of A1-Jazeera
in Israel and the Occupied Territories
and likewise of some other correspondents reveal that the news is not mere
hearsay otherwise Tel Aviv would
have expelled them a long time ago.
TheMuslintelevisionchamelsopenly
criticise double standards when it
comes to Washington and London but
avoid passing racist comments.
Certainly, the desecration of Jewish
cemeteries and the incidents of
painting graffiti on synagogues have
happened, but, again, given the long
history of antisemitism in Europe, they
camot be solely attributed to angry
Muslim youths. But antisemitism, like
Islamophobia, is a reality though the
latter seems to have overshadowed
every other form of racism, as has been
documentedbytheRunnymedeTrust's
Islamophobia Report. Concerned
Muslims do not agree with the
diatribes of Omar al-Bakri or Anjem
Choudary. Muslims were deeply angered by Abu Hamza's rhetoric though
he was also restrained in the last few
years following his survemance. His
arrest involving a major police opera-

tion, however, did not go down well
with many Muslins who fear a persistent campaign against the Muslim
community, charities and clergy leading to further introversion of a
predominantly marginalised ethnic
oroup.
Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks also
seems to subscribe to a similar view
where anti-Americanism and the latest
IT
facilities
have
rekindled
antisemitism, though to him, "it is
wrong to see all criticism of the state of
Israel as anti-Zionism, let alone as
antisemitism." He finds its roots in the
age-oldEuropeanandBritishtraditions
all the way from medieval times, when
Jews were racially and culturally
discriminated against by Christians.
The nineteenth century further hyped
up anti-Jewish sentiments when
nationalist scholars reconstructed
German identity on exclusionary lines
and this eventually culminated in the
Holocaust. Even in a comparatively
tolerant England, as late as 1930, the
synagogue in Cambridge did not have
windows opening on the street for fear
of vandalism and abuse.
Antony Lemian seeks the roots of
this new phase in antisemitism in the
second Intifada in September 2000
followed by attacks on Jewish property
and, like Jonathan Sacks, finds it on
the rise. But he is prudent enough to
state that "it is far easier and safer to be
a Jew than a Muslim, a black person or
an east European asylum seeker". But,
subsequently, reflecting on the rise of
antisemitism, he attributes it to three
factors. Firstly, it hides behind the
criticism of Israel; secondly, by
portraying Israel as both expansionist
and as an oppressor, it allows the
Europeans to be relieved of their
residual guilt and, thirdly, Muslim
groups such as Hizbul Tahrir `or even
Arab newspapers feed on this
European and Christian `construct' by
rehashing exaggerated accounts of
Jewish customs and rituals. Lerman
finds Europe to be the hotbed of
antisemitism but his allusion to
responsible media offering stories of
Jews killing Muslim and Christian
children for their ceremonies is not a
tested fact.
Anthony Julius also recognises the
indigenisationofBritishJewryoverthe
years based on mutual acceptance.
Isaiah Berlin called himself an Anglophile Jew admiring English common
sense, decency and fairness, though
Muslim antisemitism as analysed by
Julius, has had a longer history. While
Fagin, Shylock and Svengali typified
the English stereotypes of the Jews in

the past, Muslim traditions, as understood by Julius, aim at establishing a
Muslim International by subordinating
everyone else including the Jews. This
is simply not totally true. Classical
Islamic teachings value the Jewish and
Christian heritages, prophets and
scriptures though are wary of their
monopolistic. claims. Islam offers an
honorific title - ,4feczJ-z.-Kz.fczczb - for

Jews and Christians, meaning the
People of the Book, which is certainly
not a minor honour. It is no trivial
designation when one thinks of the
state of affairs prevailing in the world
fifteen centuries back. Julius and many
of his fellow Jews may not know that,
as well as a history of safeguarding
Jews, ordinary Muslims in their five
times daily prayers, pray several times
for the safety and welfare of the children of Abraham. In fact, if one
calculates the frequency of these
Muslim prayers each day, as uttered by
Muslims across the world, they would
reach several billions, something that
one does not find in any other religious

mean that one has to be of Jewish
parentage to be a Jew? While some
Jews accept conversions, several
traditional groups still insist on Jewish
lineage. The latter situation may be in
line with the desire for the intacthess of
a rather smaller, though well-knit
community,butitcouldalsomeanthat,
much like Zoroastrianism, Jewishness
denotes blood relationship and camot
be adopted. While to supporters of this
premise, it may be a statement of faith,
to its non-Jewish critics this may be
racial particularism, itself vulnerable
to risinterpretation.
Despite being an intra-Jewish
problem, it has its trans-communal
dimensions and poses serious problems
for those who are liberal, or marry
outside Jewish circles. In addition,
Jewish blood-based identity creates a
self-imposed specificity, maldng Jews
vulnerable to attacks by non-Jews, as
was the case in Europe earlier in
history. Concurrently,. it poses

problems with reference to the
stipulation of Zionism as the ultimate
Jewish creed and the definition of
tradition or set of sacred obligations.
Israel as a solely Jewish state. Critics
Islam represents a continuous message
of Israel, even from anongst Israeli
begun by Adam and completed by
and Jewish groups, find this exclusive
Muhamlnad, not alien or overpowerdefinitiondiscriminatorybothbyintent
ing, but rather an evolutionary process
and by practice. Since Israel is for Jews
in line with the universalistic teachings
only, the rest are either non-citizens, or
of the past prophets. Abraham, Noah,
Jacob, Joseph, Isaac, David, Aaron, simply relegated to a second-class
status. This kind of traditional
Solomon and Jesus are as much Muslim
`segregation' has been posing
prophets and, like Ishmael and
Muliammad, they are also for Jews and
problems for Israel and, of course, for
world Jewish communities where interChristians. Whenever a Muslim has
marriages are becoming so common.
trespassed these limits of respect and
Denying democracy to its Arab
sanctityforthePeopleoftheBook,cQncitizens, refusing a two-state formula
temporary jurists and other critics were
or two nations within one country
quick to take notice of it since Islan
enjoying equal rights characterises
remains one of the most documented
many Zionists. They would very much
religious traditions without acclaining
like Palestinians either to dissolve in
any miraculous specificities.
the air or be pushed across the Jordan
h the second major section of the
River. The fear of a changing
volunie dealing with the media, several
demography with the state losing its
contributors express their unease with
Jewish credentials is stopping Israel
the Leftist-Liberal critique of Israel and
from allowing a fully-fledged
Zionism, perceived as the new form of
democracy and self-determination for
antisemitism. The intricate triangular
the Palestinians to emerge.
relationship among Jews, Israel and
It is interesting to note that in
Zionism itself is slippery terrain and
Medieval China, the Jewish comlnu~
before forming any such opinion one
nity closely aligned itself with the
has to contextualise the criticism.
Muslims Glue caps meeting up with
While criticism of Jews, both in
white caps) and eventually the Jewish
individual or collective context, in
identity was subsumed by the larger,
most cases, may be identified as
Persian speaking, Turkic Muslim
antisemitism, the religious differences
identity. Thus, the emphasis on Jewish
among the three Abrahamic religions
separateness, despite its problems both
and the related Muslim scholarly
in the past and present, has to be
commentaries do not embody any
hidden agenda. However, there is still
approached in a sensitive way.
As seen in several other cases,
a definitional problem. How is one to
minorities try to be self-contained and
define a Jew? Is it a cultural/religious
defensive, which is understandable
or ethnic demarcation, which would
4

and

when European

Jews

are

biologically prone to smaller families,

their dwindling numbers, like the
Zoroastrians, may further intensify
their introversion. While on the one
hand, the desire to create a Zion is
ilnportant for Jews who wish to stay

together and transmit the Jewish
heritage - both biological and cultural
- to successive generations, its focus
on Jewish particularity, despite its
secular and democratic credentials,
compromises its profile. Of course,

being predominantly a country of
immigration, Israel is seeing more of
cross-ethnic and strictly intra-Jewish
pluralism yet its continued ambiguity
and even exclusion of the Israeli Arabs
poses serious sociological, political
and moral problems. As long as Jews

lived in the imer cities in Europe their
togetherness was guaranteed by their
own efforts and also by the so-called
majority backlash. Now a homeland
confronts them with a different set of
problelns,astheerstwhileminorityhas
become a majority and dealing with
other Ininorities is not proving easy.
Moreover, the majority has not been
able to overcome its fear of once again
turning into a minority on its promised
soil. It is like Pakistan which Muslims
in India, indigenous thouch overall a
hage minority across a labyrinthine
India, created in 1947. But the issue of

being Pakistani first or a Muslin first,
or the intertwining of these two
identities, Has been posing formidable
challenges ever since.
However, Zionism is an ideology,
which, deapite its importance to many

Jews - this book clains 70% of Jews
subscribe .to Zionism - is not
sacrosanct. The Jewish aspiration to a
homeland, out of nostalgia, religious
beliefs or even as an escape from
European persecutiono is not a divinely
ordainedfactthatcamotbechallenged
both by Jews and non-Jews. Just as

Arab nationalism or the concept of
Khilafah has been disputed amongst
Muslims, Zionism is controversial both
among Jews and `Gentiles'. How one
would characterise Jewish critics of
Zionism, is a major moot point and a
troublesome reality for Jews
r themselves. Zionism, at different
times, meant different things to
different Jewish communities though
Theodore Herz1's reconstruction in the
1890s has become synonymous with
Israel. If each nation or community
starts demanding its own Israel, most
of the countries especially in the
Western Hemisphere and Australasia
would simply fall apart. The Nazis
coritinued on next page
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used Zionism as evidence of a Jewish
betrayal of German patriotism. To contemporary nco-Nazis and other racist
groups, Jewish loyalties are seen to be
to a homeland elsewhere and not to the
country of their birth and hearth.
The dislocation of the indigenous

people and a continued denial of the
Palestinian right to their own land
while seeking a right to return for
another community - diaspora Jews raises serious ideological and moral
questions that cannot be brushed aside
under the panoply of antisemitism. To
Peter Pulzer, the criticism of Israel, in
several instances, stems from
antisemitism itself. This is a debatable
point. Criticism of a Muslim state such
as Pakistan, Turkey or Iraq, which is
always in vogue and often abrasive, is
mostly seen as critique of societies and
polities that happen to be Muslim. Very
few Muslim observers will perceive it
as anti-Islamic though Islani remains a
major factor in such discourses.
However, using Jews as an
exceptional case Or Israel as a victini
state are equally contentious arguments
both for Jews and the Liberal-Left
media, as the reputed joumalist,
Jonathan Freedland, makes clear.
However, Zionism, much like any
other ideology including that of the
contemporary Left, has its own varied
shades and using it merely to justify
the state of Israel and a policy of
dispossession may not be entirely
correct. For example, while one can be
an atheist Jew, one can still be a nonZionist Jew or even a Zionist without
supporting Israel as a separate state.
These differing ideological positions
have been quite vocal both in Israel
and among the Diaspora revealing that
the creation of Israel, instead of
resolving problems of identity and
ideology, has only accentuated them.
The Israeli relationship with the
Palestinians - irrespectiv.e of mutual
accusations - has only added to Jewish
criticism of both Zionism and Israel.
Some of these critics are individuals of
great international standing and may
be Israeli citizens - first-generation
immigrants or their descendants, to
whom loyalty to Israel and Zionism
should have been unquestionable. No
wonder there is an increasing number
of dissenting Israeli Jews who, as
conscientious objectors, refuse to
impose embargoes on Palestinians,
much less kill them. Some groups such
as Gush Shalom are even practically
shielding Yasser Arafat from any
possible Israeli effort to snatch or kill
him.
The third section of the study
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ventures into the tensions created by
the intermingling of religion with
politics, which to many contributors, is
sinply not a problem. The section also
looks at Muslim and Christian
positions and their role in Judeophobia,
especially in the light of post-9/11
instability in Western Asia and a

pervasive Muslim anger across the
globe.

These chapters do not challenge the
writers to investigate Sharon's visit to
the Dome of Rock which sparked the
second Intifada, one of the most
violent phases in Palestinian-Israeli
history. Islam, more than Christianity,
emerges as the main culprit and one
wonders if Jews are a totally friendless
people when, presumably, the Left,
Liberal, Christian and now Muslim
clusters are all after their blood!
Robert Wistrich, somehow, finds
Britain to be the home of several
dozen suspected al-Qaeda activists
and hundreds of supporters, who may
pose a threat, either in this country or
as surrogate for some international
network. One wonders bow, despite
hfr Wistrich's public knowledge of so
many miscreants, Scotland Yard has
been allowing them to go free and the
ones they have arrested seem to have
no evidence whatsoever against them.
One Lopes the contributor does not

take every observant British Muslim
to be a potential al-Qaeda terrorist. He
must visit the United States where
Muslim inhabitants are being
routinely proffied, finger printed and
several thousand have been already
extradited, not to mention the
undefined and equally painful status
of the internees of Guantanamo Bay.
One expects true humanists to raise
their voice on these serious human
rights violarious instead of further
scapegoating an already marooned
community. Another of those wild
statements made by bin in the same
chapter suggests that the Arabic
editions o£ Mein Kamof a.re very
popular in metropolitan cities.
Melanie Phi]ips, while unearthing
the Chistian ngth of Judaism as ``an
evil rdigion", sees its reverberations
with reference to the whole ideology
of replacement to which Christians
and Muslims seem to subscribe. Both
these religions assert their own
suitabilitybysupersedingtheprevious
one(s) and thus inherently view
Judaism as an `outmoded' theology.
Such hidden but enduring views
among Christians allow a new kind of
antisemitism where criticism of Israel
becomes a useful excuse to ventilate
anti-Jewish sentiments. But this is not

unique to Israel. It happens all the
time to each Muslim state and in
greater numbers and more frequently.
This makes Jewish complaints of
antisemitism untenable.

Geoffrey Alderman's review of the
Left's politics in reference to nationhood, colonialism, class and Israel is
well informed and could have been
further expanded. The British imperial project and the creation of Israel
following the Balfour Declaration and
subsequent partition and dispossession have been, according to the
Leftist view, blunders and thus necessitate the critique of Israel and its
policies. Certainly, many Jews, since
their settlement in Britain, have been
at the vanguard of the Left and to their
present descendants Israel is definitely problematic in several ways. In
her chapter, Kate Taylor investigates
the political history of the British National Party (BNP) and its shifting
positions on antisemitism. The BNP
has both exaggerated as well as undermined Jewish influence in Britain.
However, Taylor credits the serious

media with fighting off racist groups
such as the BNP through exposing
their xenophobia. Consequently, the
typical BNP line has been simply to
exaggerate Jewish influence on the
British media. Like the Leftist critics
of Israel and Zionism, several Jewish
academics in the UK have expressed
their dissent and anger at Israeli policies by spearheading an academic
boycott. In fact, Professor Stephen
Rose of the Open University, on 6
April 2002, led a campaign for the
academic boycott of Israel over its
policies in the Occupied Territories
through a petition in 7lfee Gejczrdz.cz7!.

Himself a Jew, his other cosignatories
included Jews, a few Muslims and
several Christian academics. These
conscientious objectors included Oxbridge dons and the argument was
further supported by the AUT and
NAFTH, the two main British organisations of college and university
academies. However, as highlighted
by John Levy, it was Professor Mona
Baker's expulsion of two Israeli academics from the editorial board of a
journal that made the issue highly contentious.
The Trade Unions, as the major
supporters of Labour and the Left in
Britain, have been vocally critical of
Israeli policies and wary of an
expansionist Zionism. However, one
should not forget that it was Clement
Atlee, the Labour Prime Minister, who
readily recognised Israel in 1948. But,

continued on next page
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traditionally, the British Labour unions
including the previously mentioned
lecturers' associations have been
critical of Israeli policies and the
flouting of UN resolutions. Ronnie
Fraser, in his chapter, highlights this
aspect yet stops short of accusing these
unions and bodies of being antisemitic.
He definitely finds them antiAmerican, which, to him, also explains
their discomfort with Israel. Towards
the end, Richard Bolchover's piece on
the absence of antisemitism from the
City and other business concerns may
come as a pleasant surprise to readers
who may, by now, be wary of fmding
anti-Semites in every echelon of
British society. London, accounting for
58°/o of global banking and related
business, has a handsome number of
Jewish
professionals
holding
significant managerial positions. Such
a fmding is correct yet may also be
interpreted as demonstrating that
racism

is

very

class

specific.

Accordingly, if the community is
economically strong the xenophobes
will stay overawed and restrained,
otherwise they remain on the prowl.
The ascription of racism to the poor
and
working
classes,
fellow
immigrants, media and academic
professionals is not a tenable
explanation of a rather complex
phenomenon like neo-racism. In their
summation, the editors, once again, try
to find some common strands while
agreeing upon most of the observations
in the papers, all pinpointing the
Muslim factor behind the rise of neoantisemitism.
As mentioned earlier, all the issues
raised in the volume are both significant as well as contentious and adopt
standard Jewish, Zionist and Israeli
perspectives. But we must not forget
the fact that there are individuals and
groups who do not feel comfortable
with this "received wisdom". The
inseparability of Jewish identity from
an essentialised Zionism and from an
ever-sacrosanct Israel is a dilemma and
an unacceptable tangle for many
dissenting Jews and other analysts.
Many critics of this imposition are
lecturers, artists, writers and journalists, conscientious obj ectors to military
draft, or even ordinary citizens whose
Jewishness has not stopped them from
establishing bridges with the Palestinians, Muslims, Christians, Leftists,
anarchists and pacifists. In the wake of
9/11 and the Anglo-American venge-

ance wreaked on Afghanistan and Iraq
in particular and Muslims in general,
simultaneously with the hyperaggressive policy of the Likkud
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Government, these Jewish activists
have become vocal critics of the prevalent policies shared by London, Tel
Aviv and Washington. Many Jews who
have left Israel for Britain and the
United States have been vociferous
critics of this recent yet emphatic intermixing of Jewishness, Zionism and
Israel. To them, extreme Zionism and
Israeli policies are compromising
Jewish moral scruples and dehunanising a whole heritage.
It is interesting to note that Gcz/oof,
a documentary made by a Moroccan
Jewish expatriate in London, highlighted these issues by focusing on
fellow expatriates from Israel. The film
qualifiedforseveralprizesbuthasbeen
banned in Israel and is not openly available elsewhere either. The post-9/11
campaigns have created new moral
dilemmas for the concerned Israeli Jew
and we may turn to two of them whose
pieces are not included in this book.
Criticising both Sharon and Arafat for
their failings especially after the resignation of Abu Mazan, Amos Oz has
taken both leaders to task, though his
strongest words are reserved for his
own Prime Minister. Ariel Sharon's
plea of not being able to deal with
Arafat or any of his associates, to Oz,
is an "impossible position because it is
not for Israelis to decide who represents Palestine, just as it is not for the
Palestinians to choose which Israeli
will be their partner. Arafat may be a
nasty man with a record of violence
and double-crossing. However, we
Israelis cannot select Mother Teresa to
become leader of the Palestinians." He
is critical of the Israeli policy of selective killings though would not spare
the perpetrators yet is desirous of a
transparent and agenda-based solution.
Avraham Bung, the former speaker
of the Knesset (1999-2003) and one-

time chairman of the Jewish Agency
for Israel, has recently offered the
strongest criticism of Zionism in the
Hebrew and English press. To him, the
original two pillars of Zionism - a just
path and an ethical leadership - have
been lost in contemporary Israel. He
notes: "The Israeli nation today rests
on a scaffolding of corruption, and on
foundations of oppression and
injustice. As such, the end of the
Zionist entexprise is already on our
doorsteps. There is a real chance that
ours will be the last Zionist generation.

There may yet be a Jewish state here,
but it will be a different sort, strange
and ugly." He feels that the entire
Jewish tradition of peace, tolerance and
kindness to all has been compromised
in Israel by pursuing ruthlessness

towards the Palestinians. His is a very
powerful criticism, which may not go
down well with many of his fellow
citizens and co-religionists, especially,
when Bung observes: "The Jewish
people did not survive for nrillennia in
order to pioneer new weaponry,
computer secirity programmes Or antimissile missifes. We were supposed to
be a light unto the nations. In this we

have failed." He reverberates with
Jonathan Sacks and several others who
have felt the same privately but were
compelled to withdraw such
observations under pressure. He wams
his fellow community: "Note this
momentweu:Zionism'ssuperstructure
is already collapsing like a cheap
Jerusalem wedding hall. Only madmen
continue dancing on the top floor while
the pinars below are collapsing." This
is, of course, a very serious indictment
by a Zionist and has nothing to do with
the Gandhian pacifism or any special
love for Muslins. Bung shakes up the
conscience of his coneagues by raising
a serious moral issue: "We have grown
accustomed to ignoring the suffering
of the women at the roadblocks...
Israel, having ceased to care about the
children of the Palestiniaus, should not
be surprised when they come washed
in/hatred and blow themselves up in
the centres of Israeli escapism. They
consign themselves to Allah in our
places of recreation, because their own
lives are torture. They apill their own
blood in our restaurmts in order to ruin
our appetites, because tbey have
children and parents at home who are
hungry and humiliated. We could kill a
thotLsand ringleaders a day and nothing
will be solved because the leaders
come lap from below - fi.om the wells
of Latred and anger, from the
`infrastructures' of injustice and moral

corruption.'' ffis comments cannot be
brushed aside since they reflect those
of a worried Jewish community, itself
lost in a moral maze. To Bung, these
"Alabs, too, Have dreams and needs . . .

There camot be democracy without
equal rights for all who live here, Arab
as well as Jew." Burg's article elicited
wide slxpport from amongst many of
the readers thouch there were a couple
of letters expectedly putting the blame
on the Palestinians and Yasser Arafat.
One has to accept that growing
settlements and the erection of 12metre high walls, ringing and isolating
the Palestinian villages and creating
Bantustans in the Occupied Territories,
together with an uncompromising
militarist campaign against the
Palestinian population and leadership
and the morose ghetto-isation of Israeli
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Arabs are threatening the very integrity
and age-old pristine tradition of
tolerance and humility shared by
generations of Jews even in adversity.
Jews need to be immensely wary of
falling info the category of persecutors.
Nor should they allow Israel to get
away with a false sense of victimhood.
While maintaining their particularism,
they must continue to reiterate their
historic universalism and should not
allow the extremists and hate mongers
amongst them to whitewash their own
sublime traditions. For a generation or
two Westerners and others may tolerate
Israeli extremism in the full glare of
cameras and doculnented human rights
reports, but eventually their guilt and
soft spot for Israel will peter out. In the
same way, Israel's continued dillydalliance with U.S. foreign policies
even at the expense of American
interests vz.s-a-1/z.s the Muslim world,
their own moral dilemma and a bloody
encounter in tumultuous West Asia
may eventually compel the Americans
to review their unilateral support for
Israel. A continued indifference
towards world opinion, time and again
defied by Israel through a simple shrug
to numerous UN resolutions on the

back of an unending supply of the

American veto, may not prove that
lasting, especially in a world where
self-interest remains dominant but
sometimes scruples also re-emerge.
The world and certainly the

Muslims cannot understand why the
poor Palestinians had to pay the price
for the crimes that somebody else had
been committing against the Jews in
Europe. Muslims protected Jews from
the Crusades, Inquisitors and other
fanatics for countless centuries. They
offered a conducive environment to
Jewish scholars and artists, so
sparking a Jewish Renaissance in
Spain, North Africa and Ottoman
Turkey. Even in so-called primitive
societies like Afghanistan, Jews
prospered and lived peacefully with
their neighbours and fellow citizens.
They had a visible and respectable
presence in Baghdad, Istanbul,
Sarajevo, Fez and several such other
citadels of Muslim power. Who blew
it up is a question that creates as much
unease amongst Muslims as it does

among Jews.
To some, maybe, it is already too
late while others may keep on trying
to re-establish their mutuality and
respect thou8L it may take many more
bold and controversial initiatives

including being branded as antiMuslim or anti-Semite. But if history
is to be a guide, Jews and Muslims,
especially in Diaspora, must rise to
face common challenges of violence
and racism rather than scapegoating
each other. Just like Jews, Muslims
need to rediscover the universalism
and egalitarianism of their heritage in
the true spirit of celebratory pluralism.
While self-determination is an
inalienable right deserving of fuller
support, its achievement is possible
through
negotiation,
persistent
humanism and substantive dialogue.
Racist typologies under any name or

pretext are to be confronted by all, as
that is the only way to fight the
modemist monsters of Judeophobia
and Islamophobia. Positive reality,
however, is that there are plenty of
sober, serene, kind and tolerant people
across the world whose goodness and
courage can steer the Holy Land away
from the morass and desperation,

bequeathed by the last century .
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TOUGH T0 BE
A `NICE
JEWISH GIRL'
Reuben Sachs by Any Levy
Published by
Persephone Books Ltd 2001, London;
XVIII + 151pp. £10.00 (softback);
ISBN 1903155126

(First published 1888 by
Macmillan and Co.)

Emma Gold
women have not been heard for
IN generations,
A RELIGION
WHERE
it is no surprise
that
Amy Levy, Victorian writer and poet,
is so little known. Tile elegance and
intelligence of her prose and the beauty
of her poetry makes that a great shame.
Fortunately, the 2001 publication of her
1888 novel, jze#be7c Sczcfes, means that

we are now able to relish her witty,
biting satire of the life of a single
woman in a materialistic and
relentlessly ambitious Jewish Victorian
Scene.

Reuben Sachs is the novel's hero.
He is charming, sensitive and
intelligent yet vacillating between love
and familial expectations of the pursuit
of money, success and social
advancement. With poignant twists, we
follow his choice through the eyes of
his amour, Judith Quixano. Amy Levy
observed acutely the Jewish mores
within which she lived and relayed
them to her readers in a comical,
mocking and occasionally cruel light.
Ree/be7? Sczchs is thus not an easy read

for a Jewish audience. But the
simplicity and grace of her writing, the
power of the story and its message, and
the painfully accurate observations
make it a book to savour.
Keen observation is crucial to
writers and those who feel outsiders in
society are unenviably though
inevitably best placed to watch. Given
our history, Jews in particular want to
know where and how we can belong
and our survival has to a certain extent
depended on our ability to ascertain
the answers. This may account for what
22

Levy describes as "the tribal foible of
inquisitiveness". A hundred years have
passed, thousands more Jews have
come to Britain and our position,
despite everything that has occurred in
that time, seems secure. Yet still I can
feel at times as if I am in a halfway
house, feeling neither entirely Jewish
nor British. It seems from a biography
of Levy that she was gay and no doubt
felt even more marginalised in a
religion where marriage and family life
are sanctifled.
Writing is the alchemy of imagination and experience, motivated, I
believe, by the desire to be heard. In a
religion where the exclusion of women
from participating in religious service
still exists and whose legacy of rich
story-telling appears to be exclusively
male, women are still trying to find
ways to be heard. In both jze#be72 Sczc%s

and my novel Eczs);, the story of a single
woman in the contemporary Jewish
scene, Amy Levy and I both quote the
prayer "Blessed art thou, 0 Lord our
God, who hast not made me a woman,"
of which she wrote "No Prayer goes up
from the synagogue with greater
fervour than this." It is fitting then that
a prominent participatory woman,
Rabbi Julia Neuberger, has written the
preface to the recent republication by
Any Levy. Where Levy sought to
highlight the lack of choices faced by
women other than marriage, I sought
in Eczs); to question why the pursuit of
marriage still consumes women and its
status still defines us.
I read once that no writer writes
"unless to escape the torment of hell."

Amy Levy committed suicide at the
age of 27. I do not know whether Jews
are more or less neurotic than nonJews or whether they simply express it
more freely, but I do believe that centuries of squatting, often precariously,
in other people's countries must have
created an innate sense of insecurity.
In any case, Amy Levy seemed to
believe that Jews were more neurotic.
A doctor in Re2£be72 Sczcfes states "More

than half my nervous patients are
recruited from the ranks of the Jews."
If writing and inner torment are
comected, there seems to be an astonishing preponderance of Jewish women
writing today to prove it. From Anita
Brookner to Jane Greene, bookshop
shelves are heaving with our outpourin8s.
Yet out of neurosis comes the gift of
humour, the consolation prize we

share. Any Levy' s wicked wit delights
throughout Rez{be72 Sczcfes, from her

description of Reuben's mother, "who
did not appear in good health.. but you

saw at a glance that this was an old
ladywhomitwouldbedifficulttokil1,"
to her hilarious account of the post

Yon Kippur fast dinner, seen through
the eyes of a gentile. Reuben's cousin
"covered his head in all gravity with

his table-napkin," during grace after
meals, while the younger cousins "took
on airs of aggressive boredom."
Levy's adverse comments about
Jews and their lifestyles can be
disturbing. At times I found it hard to
know whether I was a Jew who thought
it was spitting when it was raining or
raining when spitting. Many faces are
described as sallow, Reuben's "figure
was bad, and his movements awkward;
unmistakeably the figure and
movements of a Jew." The opulence
and tastelessness of the furnishings are
conveyed and most condemnatory, the
ruthless pursuit of success. My
discomfort was dne partly to natural
defensiveness and partly to my
recognition of the surroundings and
attitude she described.

It was certainly very brave of Any
Levy to have written such a book.
When I was commissioned by the
Jewisb Chronicle to write an account
of a charity ball, my hesitation to write
anything other than a glowing report
was endorsed by further editorial
control when it was made plain to me
that no negative comments would
appear. Any was certainly braver than
me. Where Levy wrote that Mrs
Samuel Sachs `thad been heard more
than once to observe pleasantly that
she would sooner see her daughters
lying dead before Ler than married to
Christians," the Leroine in Eczs);
comments mildly Ccifl want my parents
to continue loving me as much as they
currently do, I need to find someone

who is also Jewh"
Yet m7it:him Reuben Sachs ties a

waning of the alienation that intermariage may bring. A young woman
marries an English gent and mixes in
his social circles: "A sudden longing
for the old faces, the old ties and
associations cane over her as she stood
there; a strange fit ofhomesichaess; an
inrushing sense of exile. Her people oh, her people! -to be back once more
among them!"
lvilliam Faulkner wrote in 1898 that
"a writer's only responsibility is to his

art. He will be completely ruthless if
he is a good one. If a writer has to rob
his mother, he will not hesitate." By
breaking the implied convention that
due to the level of public criticism, no
intemal breaking of ranks can be
tolerated, Faulkner's maxim surely
applies to Levy's account of Jewish
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Life in Reuben Sachs.

In my first novel, I was also aware of
breaking boundaries, both by writing a
tortured account of a "Jew Do" and by
writing explicitly about the sexual life
of the heroine. After a reading where I
read aloud a particularly salacious
encounter, I was approached by a
member of the Jewish press who
wanted to know "what a nice Jewish
girl was doing writing this book." The
dichotomy between remaining a nice
Jewish girl and writing both what
moves us and feels true, affected both
myself and Amy Levy. Where I had
nightmares after this comment of being
harangued by a sheitel'd woman and
bearded orthodox man, Levy faced
more external criticism from the
Jewish community at large. Although
Levy suffered from depression
throughout her life, she committed
suicide within a year of publication of
jlewbe7? Soc%s and the criticism she

faced may have affected her deeply.
This pressure can make it difficult
honestly to assess the experience of
being a Jew and today, for exalnple,
any criticism of Israeli policy can be
met with vitriolic cries of betrayal.
The similarities between Amy
Levy's account of life for a single

Jewish woman and my own, despite
the gap of 100 years, astounded yet
comforted me. The seeming advantages of being men at Jewish parties,
for example. It was not just the heroine
of Eczs); who notes, at a ball, of the men
"It's a buyer's market. And they know

it." Amy wrote too of "the young men

I believe that
centuries Of

squating, often
precariously,
in other people's
countries must
have erected can

i,mate sense
Of insecurity.

of her set, whose number was very
limited, and who were aggressively
conscious of commanding the market."
Other similarities abound - the family
dinners, the power wielded by Jewish
mother-in-laws, the snobbishness and
the conflict wrought by both the fear
and desire of assimilation.
More profoundly, Levy quotes
Byron, "Man's love is of man's life a
thing apart, 'tis woman's whole
existence" and the theme of searching
for love and marriage still dominates
female Jewish writers today.
But differences between Amy
Levy's generation and my own do
exist. Amy Levy's writing at least did
not suffer the indignity of being coined
Chick Lit and marketed accordingly.
More importantly, the distress suffered
through lack of choice by the women
Levy describes, no longer exists in this
country. Thanks to early feminists such
as Levy who wrote of their sisters'
plight, we are now able to choose
whatever path in life we wish the
follow. The good news is that we are
still choosing to write I
EMMA GOLD Acrs wri./feH n4;a #ove/sr, Easy
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HOW I BECAME A PROFESSOR
Bill Fishman
Jews have a long history, going back to the nineteenth century and Europe,
Of association with left Of centre politics and `socialist' ideals.
Professor William J. Fislunan is one Of British Jewry's great historians and
clurohicler Of radicalism amongst Jews in the East End Of London. MANNA
asked Professor Fislunan to explain the cormection between
his Jewishness and his political ideals.
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Redmans Road Prima[ry School - Bill aged 9, top right

|¥oo%ss:e]t::Oa:#:tert:be#E[t:eao:%c¥::o:
to be a pure Cockney. It was the East
End that nurtured me.
My first memories are of a small
one-storey terraced house, No.35
Hawkins Street, off Jubilee Street,
where we lived with my grandparents.

My grandfather was a tall, heavybearded, Moses-like figure. Having
obtained se772z.c¢cz in the Ukraine,

among our immigrant settled milieu,
he commanded respect and affection.
His religious-based maxim and
practice was never to pass a beggar
without giving. He taught us our basic

clad man from the feez.772 - old country.

I saw the dockers coming up the hill,

He would join us for the Shabbat meal
and bed for the nisht on an old sofa in
the kitchen. Mother would groan, but
openly submits, as a good Jewish
dauchter. My father was a tailor who,
having lost his own father when he was
only 16, being tLe eldest became
responsible for trying to feed and
clothe a mother and four other
youngsters. To this day, I cannot
conceive of Low he did it. He never
mentioned it.
When I reached the age of 11, we
moved abrxptly to the marginal area
near the docks, inhabited also by
dockers' farilies, mainly Catholics.

and as they passed zez.c7cz they would

moral precepts of rczcfecr7"o73czf -

There was a small s%fez.b/, a house-

compassion, and tseczofr¢ - charity,
which is ingrained in our own farfulies
to this day.
Friday night was special. Back from
the synagogue service, zez.dcz - grandpa

based synagogue at the comer of a
street off the Highway leading to
Wapping. My zez.dcz would expect me

- would bring home with him an

to accompany bin every Friday night
to worship amongst a residuum of
elderly Jews, on my part very

unexpected visitor, always a poorly

reluctantly. As we approached the sfea!/
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doff their caps and declaim together
`Aye Reb', not mockingly but with
obvious respect. For they had seen him
on many occasions being stopped by a
beggar, and his immediate response, a
handful of small coins pressed in the
beggar's hand with a solemn
declaration in the Yiddish vemacular
`Thank you for asking me. ' For myself,
it became the basis of my social and
political orientation as I approached
adulthood. Also, it was there, in an
area where Jew and Catholic lived side
by side, that I learned religious
tolerance. There were some crossethnic tensions, albeit superficial,
when young boys would tease each

other with rhyming chants about pork
and Jews. It proved to be mere banter. I
found in the main mutual aid based on
the poor helping the poor.
It was the Mosleyite incursion into
continued on next page
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Age 12, with brother Al

It was there, in an area
where Jew and Catholic lived
side by side, that I learned
rdigious tolerance. There
were some cross-ethnic
tensions , albeit superf icial,
when young boys would tease
each other with rhyrying
chants about pork and Jews.
It proved to be mere banter.
I f;ound in the main

mutual aid based on the
poor helping the poor.
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the East ELd duing the 1930s that
helped direct me towards a sociallybased ideology, cemented, by the
personal experience of family
hardships, iirfu father, a sweatshop
worker, facing periods of seasonal
unemployment and so at tines living
onthemargin.Totheinseourityofjobs
was added the Blackshirt terror in the
streets. The Fascistjibes -P.J. - Perish
Judah, or Imp and even attacks on
anyone who `1ooked Jewish'. We had,
fortunately, moved to Clapton in early
1936, where I promptly joined the
Labour League of Youth, a defensive
non-violent group dedicated to
opposing fascism
I saw Mosley twice. Once at the corner of the `Salmon and Ball' pub at the
end of the Bethal Green Road. Tall,
with arms akimbo, the Blackshirt leader,
on top of a van, surounded by a bevy of
tough-looking women and uniformed
men, working his voice into a high pitch
as he came to the point of `the alien

MAN_N_iiu]_U::2°~°L

1940, aged 19 -7On Essex Regt.

menace threatening our jobs'. "Alien"
was his code temi for Jews. This, at a
time when I saw my father walking the
streets during the Depression, seeking a
job in a tailoring workshop after months
of unemployment. One could neither
forget nor forgive this ersatz Fuhrer and
his followers. We had aheady learned
of the anti-Semitic and murderous onslaught of Hitler and his Nazis. On the
4th October 1936, I was at Gardiners

Comer, Aldgate, perhaps one of the few
survivors who witnessed the commencement of the legendary "Battle of
Cable Street", when we stopped the Fascist march into the East End. Catholic
dockers, side by side with bearded Jews,
built and marmed the barricades that
prevented Mosley' s incursion.
The triumph of Hitler, with his antiSemitic persecutions, cemented my
own political and social orientation, to
join any movement that opposed this
menace both at home and abroad. My
opportunity came, after many attempts
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On the 4th October
1936, I was at

Gardiners Corner,
Aldgate, perhaps one
Of the few savivors
who witnessed the
coryi,nencement Of the
legendctry "Battle Of

Cable Strect" , when
we stopped the Fascist
march into the East
End. Catholic dockers,
side by side with
bearded Jews...

to enlist under the conscription age at
the outbreak of war, without success. I
was sitting in a pub in Hackney when I
heard Winston Churchill's rousing
speech on radio. `We shall fight-them
on the beaches... we shall never
surrender' - and his consequent call,
including under 20s, to enlist immediately to oppose the expected German
invasion. The next day I was at the
Whipps Cross Centre and enlisted as a
young infantryman in the Essex Regiment, especially formed to defend
aerodromes. During an air attack on
August 20th 1940 on the North Weald
aerodrome that we were guarding, we
sustained a direct hit on an adjoining
trench and lost seventeen of our comrades, including my best friend who
had enlisted with me, Steve Shuster, a
Jewish fellow East-Ender. In my nearly
five years in the infantry I experienced
that strong sense of comradeship and
mutual aid, in and out of danger, that has
continued on next page
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Bombay 1945

influenced me over the subsequent years.
When hostilities ended, I discovered
my vocation as an army schoolmaster
in India, teaching Indian troops English
and lecturing on the British Way and
Purpose to both British servicemen and

young Indian sixth fomers of both
sexes in Bombay schools.
Success in India brought me back to

my home territory as an English and
History master at the Moapeth Central
School in Bethnal Green. The London
County Council inspectorate some
three years later recommended me for
early promotion which came as a
Principal of an evening institute. This
enabled me to complete a degree at the
London School of Economics during
the day. With the help of a well qualifled and supportive staff, keen to tutor
part-time local students on day release
from jobs, I was also able to create the
Tower Hamlets College of Further
Education, its headquarters sited in
Jubilee Street, near where I had spent
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When hostilities
ended, I discovered
my vocation as an
array schoolmaster

in India, teaching
Indian troops English
and lecturing on the
British VIay and
Purpose to both
Bridsh servicemen

my own formative years.
After ten years my interest in social
history led me to pursue part-time
research, mainly chlring holidays, some
weeks in Paris where I paid annual
visits to the Bll)liotheque Nationale,
which led to the publication of my first
book `The hsinectionists' a critical
apprais al of Jacobin-Communism from
Robespierre to Lenin, published in
1969. I then realised that my real bent
was in both teaching and research, not
in administration. An advertisement in
the national press led me to apply for a
Visiting Student Feuowship at Balliol
College, Oxford, for which I was
chosen in 1965. It was the third great

sixth fiormers Of

tumingpointinmylife,towardsadedication to help the young, particularly
those emanating from working-class
finilies, keen and able to pursue a uni-

both sexes in
Bombay schools.

versity career.
At Balliol I was befriended by four
distinguished scholars, the Master,
historian Dr Christopher Hill,

and young Indian
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Moxpeth School class outing

Professor Jack Gallacher, Dr Maurice
Keen and, above all, Richard Cobb, the
greatest French social historian. It was
Cobb who helped direct me to my more
fulfilling publications based on my
East End and Jewish upbringing and
experience. This was enhanced on
return to my own college.
That year I became fascinated by a
radical movement that had flourished
in the East End before the first world
war, led by a gentile Geman anarchist,
Rudolf Rocker, who learned Yiddish,
partnered a Jewish girl and became editor of a Yiddish libertarian newspaper,
the 4rbez.fer Frez.#/, The Worker's
Friend. There were old survivors who
met at a diminished Worker's Circle
club in Hackney. I found their way of
life attractive in spirit and practice.
They practised mutual aid, the equality
of sexes and gave to those in need.
They rejected formal religion, but from
their Jewish immigrant background,
they wove the moral basis of our faith
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I becane fascinated by
a radi,cal movement
that had flourished in
the East End bofore
the fast world war, led
by a gentle German
anarchist, R:udolf
Rocker, who learned
Yti ddish, partnered a
Jewish girl and
beccune editor Of a
Yiddi,sh lib ertaricun

newspaper, the
Arb eiter Freint,
The TWorker 's Friend.

into their life. Thus, I spent some years
writing up their story in the main chapters of ray bock East End Jewish
jzczdz.ccz/a that gained the /ewz.sA

Chronicle prize in 1975.
In 1972 I was elected Senior

Research Fellow and later Professor at
Queen Mary College in the University
of London, where I was able to teach
and carry out my research in the social
history of my patch - the East End of
London. My zez.c7cz had been a teacher

and his example in all things helped
me in my own efforts to final
fulfilment. It was his life, dedicated to
a religious philosophy based on giving
and caring for those in need, both
young and old, that I hope I have tried
to emulate over the long years I
PROFESSOR VILLIAM J. FISHMAN I.s ffee
author Of `The Insurrectionists', `East End

Jewish Radicals' and many other books, articles
and recordings. He is credited with introducing
the bagel to High Table at Balliol College,
Oxford.
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cism of `culfural' integration, providing
Judaism is unaffected.
Absorption and abandonment of
religion is a fomi of agnostic conversion which no Jew can survive over
generations, whatever the `cultural'
Jews may claim. Equally, the fight of
so many Orthodox against assimilation
in any other sense is a sterile battle that
alienates so many of their own. young
people who grow up in British surroundings. Some come to us or the
Liberals, but those who react most
violently are driven into absorption by
this short-sishted opposition to assimilation.

THE RULES

WE MUST CHANGE

After integration, by which I mean
sharing in all the interests and culture
of our fellow Englishmen, I turn to
religion. I shall work in from the
outside, deciding first the boundaries
and moving towards the centre. In
Orthodoxy thanks to yz.ddz.s%kez.f it is

often Kashnlt that lives on like the grin
of the Cheshire cat when tnre religion
has departed.

There are those who regularly
insist that they do not know what
Reform Judaism actually is. There
are others who insist that,
whatever it is, it has changed
considerably over the last twenty
years. Alan Tyler, a veteran
cortributor to MA:NNA, offered us
a personal perspective in which
the definition is clear and the
change over a generation has
been small. Readers are invited
to comment both on their
understanding Of Reform Judaism
and on the extent Of change.

wrote an article setting out for my

children
why I was a Jew
at all andI
IN THE
`SWINGING
SIXTIES'
particularly a Reform one. I am now
reviving it for my grandchildren and I
find that my views are almost
unchanged.
I come from a family that has been
of Anglo-Jewish stock for well over a
century and a half. So there are no
Ghetto memories received from my
grandparents nor of that warm and
appealing yz.ddz.sfefrez.£ that reinforces

the Jewishness of many more Orthodox
or more recent arrivals. But this Jewish
Gemuetlichkeit - cost:ness - 1s not
religion but only a form of national
chopped liver feeling, like haggis and
Bums to a Scot. Yiddish too was
unknown in my family, heard only in a
few colourful slang phrases of the
`meshugga frumm ' variety, and ray

home background, and indeed that of
my children, was as English as that of
an Anglican.
My parents were completely assimilated, except in the one vital matter of
religion, as aln I and my family, though
this is now augmented by a love of
Israel, if not of all its policies. In Central

and Eastern Europe, where we origimated, such assimilation was not
possible in those days, and Hitler cruelly
wrenched out those who achieved it
later. We know integrated Germans who
fled here. And they, or their children,
have become equally good, integrated
British Jews. So there can be no criti-
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I was brought up to ignore the
dietary laws as a piece of now inapplicablebibhealhygiene,andate.my
eggs and bacon without thought. As I
grew older I came to realise that
Christians expected Jews not to eat
pork, and regarded my explanation as
an excuse for religious backsliding. I
was thus shamed into giving up frez/in
all its forms, since wlien I have looked
on this as a form of selfLdiscipline by
giving lap something appetising as a
form of self denial and self respect. My
wife was brought lap never to eat trez/
and we keep a nan-freLfzz house, but not
a kosLer one.
I respect the feelingsrs of those who

wish to eat kosher and we give them
fish, but we are not prepared to pay
extra to have our meat ritually
slaughtered by a a/zochef who regards
us Reformers as not kosher. We let our
Christian friends know that we are
Jewish and do not eat pork, which on
occasion has produced ham instead.
But this is a sul)jest on which Reform
Jews can happily differ.
Such prohfoitious as s%czfroes, kind-

ling fire or riding on the Sabbath, one
can only regard as obsolete survivors
of ancient restrictions designed for
reasons that no longer apply. It may
not be forbidden to spend Sabbath
aftemoons reading the Financial Times
and planning ones investments, but I
regard it as more reprehensible than
the other prohibitions and contrary to
the Sabbath spirit. Judaism is essentially an ethical religion swathed in
rules to form a fence around it and to
protect the Torah. But Reform Jews
MANNA AUTUMN 2003

refuse to be bound by the unyielding
barbed wire of obsolete entanglements.
We share the same ethics but make do
with what the Orthodox regard as inadequate defences.
What of our ethics and beliefs? First
and foremost the ffee777cz. Listen Israel to

the kernel of our faith - The Lord our
God is One God. I can never be a
Christian because I cannot believe in
the Trinity. I believe that we are all
children of God, not that God had one
only begotten son. I cannot pray to God
through an intermediary. God is my
spiritual father and I speak to him direct
from my heart, even if in synagogue the
Rabbi speaks at tines for us all.
In dealing with ritual, we perhaps
went too far in our passion for churchlike decorum in synagogue. It is
preferable to the organised chaos of
many an Orthodox service, but we tend
to leave too much to the rabbi and choir
and are happily now expanding the
communal participation.
What do we believe in then, except
in a single God? We believe in the

TThat do we believe

in then, except in a
single God?
Twe believe in the
Tanach, zfee wfeo/e
`OldT:estamehi',

rcz7!czcfe, the whole `Old Testament',

but recognise that parts such as the
Creation Story are poetic legends, and
that each one of us is free to decide
which of the 613 or more laws of the
Torah are archaic or procedural and so
no longer applicable.
The moral laws stand, and none of
us may commit adultery simply
because a law on the secular statute
book or the current moral climate
condones it. We should remember the
Sabbath day to keep it holy, for though
it may be regarded as a procedural law
it is a matter of respect to God and each
of us must decide what breaks that law
and avoid it. In other words our critics
say, each of us decides what to believe
and what to obey. That is true, but the
bad of every sect or religion will twist
or ignore religious laws to suit their
own convenience. We are honest
enough to face this and try to give our
people guidance. If we bring up our
children ethically and morally and set
them a good example they should
follow on the same road. Threats of
etemal damnation, hell fire or at a more
mundane level exclusion from the
community will seldom make an evil
man mend his ways or a badly brought
up child see the light. We are our
children's keepers and their teachers
by our example. They are sent to
Cfacder because we have not the
knowledge, time or inclination to teach
them Hebrew or scripture. But they

lean ethics and morality from our
example whether we like it or not.
WLen a religious problem arises to
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but recognise thai

parts such as the

Creation Story are

which we do not know the answer or
are in doubt, we expect our rabbis with
their greater religious knowledge to
study the appropriate biblical and
Talmudic sources and Responsa to see
if and how it was discussed by the wise
men in the past. If their opinion still
appears applicable today we should
follow it, but if conditions have so
altered due to modem inventions or
changes in moral opinion as to
invalidate or modify that opinion we
rely on a consensus of our rabbis or our
own deep felt views to tell us so. The
only exceptions are truly moral
matters, which in nearly all cases are
covered by that timeless and
everlasting commandment in Leviticus
to love thy neighbour as thyself. We
may never decide that the great
commandments against murder,
stealing, adultery, false witness or
covetousness in any of their aspects
are malleable, however much the legal
penalties for them may alter.
But when it comes to judging one's
neighbour, the old laws are fallible, as
the Talmud time and again reveals its
opposition to bloodshed, though the
Pentateuch prescribes death for even
more offences than eighteenth century
England. God gave us powers of
judgement, and each generation and
each person in their own situation must
judge the application of these and other
biblical rules.

poedc legends, and
that each one Of us is

free to decj,de which
Of the 6 1 3 or more

la:ws Of the Torch

are archaj,c or

procedural and
so no longer

appticable.

The Royal Navy, in which I had the
pleasure to serve for many years, also
has its rules and orders but expects its
members to use their initiative for the
good of the navy and the country in
any unusual situation. That was the
great secret weapon of the British over
the Germans in both World Wars, that
we used our initiative when they
remained bound by their orders.
Similarly I would compare Reform
Judaism to Orthodoxy and its Christian
equivalent where everything is
prescribed. It is all in the rules which
are not lightly changed. Both systems
will produce great men and women,
but a freer system will achieve more.
I believe that God does not expect us
to be hidebound or hamstrung by
obsolete or inapplicable rules. We must
obey the spirit of the laws and use our
initiative for the good of ourselves and
for humanity as a whole. That I believe
is the message of Refomi Judaism I
ALAN TYLER wcls bor# I.77 Lo72do7I I.# /924

into a West London Synagogue family. He was

confirmed and married there bofore joining
Wimbledon Synagogue, Of which he was later
Chairman, after retiring from the Royal Navy in
1966. For many years he exported textiles
through the family company.
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for her as well) and brought them back
to Europe. She was already a graduate
in Physics and must have had very
good credentials, because she had no
difficulty getting a job in Einstein's
laboratory in Berlin. From that rarefied
77%./z.eac she moved on to an equally

rarefied university position in
Cambridge. There she met Edward, a
child of an Anglo (very Anglo)-Jewish
family. His instincts and lifestyle were
entirely idealistic and academic. That
these two were attracted to each other
and indeed married, is to me
incontrovertible evidence that such
things are arranged in heaven. That
they could have known about and

GETTING THE
FACTS RIGHT
Terry Turk
barely established fe.bbz6Jz in Gallilee.

P§r=d:nfary¥[:frgt?e;nrg;e=]]¥;;

on a different planet. She comes from
an intellectual Russian Jewish family
and grew up in an atmosphere where
leamingwasitsownreward.Intheearly
thines she and her parents emigrated
to what was then Palestine and with
fenow enthusiasts, all bursting with
conviction and theory, settled on a
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It would have been a difficult
undertaking, even for pioneers hardened
to the rigours of a life lacking the
simplest amenities of civilisation.
The swampland around the
settlement was yet to be drained. They
all got malaria, after which Petya
decided she was expecting too much of
her fairly elderly mother and father
(she hated to admit that it was too much

practised anything as tangible and
physical as making love remains a
mystery. Evidently they got the
information somewhere, as they went
on to have several children.
By the time we made their
acquaintance, their family had grown
up and left home and the two led an
innocent, Bohemian sort of life. Petya
had become a competent author and
had produced an autobiography that
reeked of leather boots and Russian
cigarettes, as well as analytical works
on esoterics like de Quincey and
Marcel Proust. She was a member of a
hiera:ry society, Les Amis de Marcel
Proc!sf and under the influence of this
organisation, had immersed herself in
and written profusely on the
phenomenon of memory.
One summer, we were invited to
spend a few days with them at their
weekendplusholidayhomeinNorfolk.
This was a working windmill, which
had once belonged to an academic
family with whom they had been close
friends in their Cambridge days. It was
redolent with memories of the nineteen
thirties, when left wing idealism was
still a thing of beauty. So beautiful,
that people were prepared to die for it
and that included a son of the
Cambridge friends, killed in the
Spanish Civil War, whose sad, young
face looked out from a sepia
photograph on the sitting room wall. A
natural environment for Petya and
Edward.
As soon as we arrived on the Friday
evening, Petya announced that supper
was ready.
First she served
strawberries - because they looked so
lovely and then began to ladle out some
soup. At this point Edward said that
what he really fancied was Welsh
Rarebit and proceeded to make that
dish with the remnant of some archaic
cheddar cheese. By then Petya had lost
interest in food and was enlarging on
continued on next page
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voz fed-up by zen, remarked, "I find
Shekspier borring, but YOU are more
borring". We went home the next
evening. It had been an unforgettable

the pleasurable observation that our
elder son bore some resemblance
(fanciful) to Marcel P. Clearly we had
not come for the feo3tfe c#z.sz.#e. Finally

we went upstairs to bed and spent an
interesting night wedged between the
mill stones, which had to be preserved
if the National Trust were to continue
with their small grant towards upkeep.
Edward explained that they were
theoretically obliged to open the mill
to the public on specified days, but as
they never advertised, hardly anybody
knew they existed and sightseeing
parties rarely troubled them.
The next moming we embarked on a
walk over endless expanses of white
sand. Petya conducted a one sided
literary symposium, which seemed not
to need outside contributions. After
some hours, she stopped suddenly in
her tracks and asked me - here I
replicate as best I can her heavy
Russian accent - but I do not do it
justice - "Tell me ze troot, do you find
Shekspier borring ?" I answered, that I
had to admit that sometimes
Shakespeare did drift above my head.
"Vell" she continued, "vun day Tol-

experience.

` ` Tell me

ze troot,
doyoufrnd
Shekepier

borring ? „

The following moming, I was hardly
awake and dressed, when the telephone
rang. It was Petya, very agitated. "I
have sumsing I must tell you. I hev
misled you. It voz not Chek-HOV - it
voz Dostoi-EVSKY". I could not think,
on the spur of the moment, of anything
better to say than, "Aha, that makes all
the difference". If I feared she might
have taken it for sarcasm, it was quite
umecessary. She at once dropped the
whole matter and began to tell me of
her forthcoming visit with I,es .4773z.s c7e
A4lcz7.ceJ P. to the various places in Paris

and Deauville and wherever, which
were important in P's witings.
Petya is a very old lady now. The
District Nurse who visits describes her
conversations as confused. I
sometimes wonder if they are very
different from those I enjoyed twenty
years ago I
DRTHERES±TUREf is the daughter Of polish
immigrants \.,;ho settled in E7igland` She becane
a doctor. first in fiill-tine gerrieral practice and
theninpsychothexpj7.Shecoitributesregulaly
to MANNA and aiso writes poems.

STOY was vokking viz Chek-HOV,
wbo voz trying to get ze great man
interested in his verk. Tol-STOY, who
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QunHN ANNE'S BouNTy
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Arme in 1704 for
the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England was merged with the
Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to form the Church Commissioners.
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We have practised here since 1951, offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.
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1ogist and my colleague, carried out a
detailed exalnination of sfeecfez.fczfe in

sR

ABBI

JONATHAN

Wittenberg's article (`We Need
Practice') in your Summer
issue [No. 80] makes a welcome
supplementtohisrecentpamphletabout
the Masorti Movement and I am glad
to have elicited it by my review of the
latter in your Spring issue [No. 79].

Only four further comments seem
to be called for on my part. First, I did
not `insist' on `Answers Please'. That
was the Editor's title. Mine, as
submitted was `Tolerant Traditionalism: A Self-Portrait of the Masorti
Movement'.
Secondly, the Masorti emphasis on
`Jewish knowledge and practice' is
fully shared by Progressive Judaism,
though there seem to be somewhat
different approaches to the matter of
selectivity.

Thirdly, Rabbi Wittenberg's explanations do not alter my perception
that there are scores of specific questions of Jewish belief and practice
which his Movement has not yet
thought through or, if it has, publicly
answered.
Finally, I did not say that when it
got round to doing so I expected it to
come to the `same' conclusions as
Progressive Judaism but to `similar'
conclusions: a significant difference !
The fact that I find myself able to
endorse almost everything Rabbi
Wittenberg writes in his supplementary article suggests that to a large
extent it has come to similar conclusions already.

(Rabbi) John D. Rayner
London N12

M;:y?earr:kes:c?oF;o:t;oyo?u:r

editorial in MANNA INo. 80]? Some
years ago I gave a lecture to veterinary
surgeons in Rehovot about Jewish
teachings on our relationship with
animals. In doing the necessary
preliminary research, I was greatly
impressed by the biblical implication
that we have the responsibility for
animals in general, these having as their
ideal destination to become domestic.
Scripture is explicitly against regarding
animals as objects to do what we like
with, but equally it expects us to expand
over the earth in a way that brings us
into a community with beasts.
A Gentile veterinarian, a physio-
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(two, I think) English slaughterhouses.
He concluded that all the slaughter
methods in use were as humane as each
other when correctly carried out, but
that the standard method was not so
performed, while the religious obligations of the sfeocfeef ensured constancy
of procedure according to what was

prescribed. He added that, if he had to
be killed by one of the methods used
for animal slaughter, he would choose
shechitah.
We cannot know now whether the
conventional slaughterers cut comers,
as most (not quite all yet) abattoirs are
owned by giant corporations, and these
have stopped letting in the public
because, they say, of negative
publicity. (This means that Jews cannot
watch the sfeecfez.ftzfe of their own meat,

which was previously considered
desirable by the orthodox rabbinate, as
I understand the position.) Up to the
time of this closure, the standard
(Gentile) method was being varied
illegally, to increase productivity,
although the variation entailed
additional animal suffering. Since then,
I have had inside information about
breaches of health law (affecting the
eater) in slaughterhouses, so I do not
think that we can with certainty trust
the owners on animal welfare law
either.

In an earlier report, the Farm Animal
Welfare Council remarked on the
cruelty of the panicked cattle injuring

am uncertain how their role has been
changed by recent EU legislation.) The
South West Association of Meat
Inspectors got me to give them a talk
on s%ecfez.ftzfe. In the discussion several

features of a large number of the
inspectors became clear. They were
committed to hostility to s'feecfez.fczfe,

and there was a strong flavour of antiJewish animus, to the apparent
embarrassment of their own Chairman.
This blinded them to seeing things
clearly, so that they could not speak as
trained observers. They clearly could
not tdi shechitah from halal, even in
inportant differences. They attacked
sfeechz.£czfe on the basis of what they

`saw' in abattoirs where, in point of

fact, s%ecfeztczfa does not take place, and

on the basis of observations which
were superficial rather than expert, as
their profession requires.
I have now much detailed
information on the practice of
sfeec%z.£czfr from a physiological and

veterinary viewpoint. This practice is
completely compatible with the
avoidance (if meat+caring is a given, at
lea;st) of ts 'ar ba'izlei bg}ryim. My orwn

suspicion, after years of studying the
matter, is that public fuss about
s'feechzttzfa is stined up to provide the

meat indrlstry with a smokescreen,
whilesatisfyingtheneedtoattackwhat
is associated with the `other' in society.
It needs also to be said that to obj ect to

eating the hindqliaters of a beast killed
by sfaechjfczfe, while ealng meat from

themselves while being driven e7£

animals who have had to endure
appalling suffering while alive, is

mcuse into the abattoir. In sfeecfez.£czfe,

hypocrisy.

of course, the animal is conducted
individually like, as my physiology
colleague said, a pet animal.
As a physiologist with a medical
training, I have to say that the Farm
Animal Welfare Council notion, that
we can infer unconsciousness only
when there is no detectable cerebral
activity, is nonsense. Also, there can
be little doubt that the Fami Animal
Welfare Council is likely to have been
getting much of its input from local
authority meat inspectors, whose duties
have included slaughterhouse visits. (I

Many Reform Jews eat meat, but
ignore the requirement of sfeecfez.fczfe on

the ground that all beasts for food are
now killed humanely; they cannot
know whether they are deceived.
Others feel that it is no business of
theirs, since they do not eat meat; this
misses the social aspect of the attack
on s%echz.zafr, which you bring out in

your editorial.
Many thanks for so robustly opening
up the subject.
Jeffrey Boss
Stroud, Glos.
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new

job,

I

had

my

first

EIGHTEEN
MONTHS
MY
encounter
with the INTO
Neo Nazis
every Jewish paper told me I would find
in every German market square and station forecourt. I travelled some three
hours into my far flung diocese, made
for a lecture room in the local music
academy - the musical Germans have
them in every small town - and there
they were waiting for me. Ten of them
were sitting at the back, instantly recognisable by the amount of metal adorning
their faces, feet and fingers. I had come
to give a talk about current Jewish life as
part of a programme built around an
Anne Frank exhibition. As I began, they
shouted .... what? In a triumph of age
over inpudence, my ears could not quite
catch their content. So I told the nervous
organisers not to worry, and ploughed
on. And I did something I mean never to
inflict on any congregation. I bored them
Their attention drifted, and both passion
and frequency seeped out of their shouts.
And when after 15 minutes the organisers had enough and asked them to leave,

they got up without another mumlur - or
one that I could catch - threw around
their leaflets , and were out of the door.
My abiding memory of our brief encounter is the anger and irritation at their

presence of the audience. Although the
little town is said to be a centre of their
operations, I saw no more sign of them
in the streets, or among the A-level teemagers I addressed in the local school the
next moming. Neo-Nazis are now a tiny,
irrelevant minority because the new Germany, even in areas of high
unemployment like my own, provides
them with neither soil nor climate in
which to grow.

#

A¥p:on:|¥1:V:e|;:en;S¥:F::
little current notice but which will tower
in history. He is choking off immigration in a manner which can be the envy
of our home Secretary David Blunkett
and his shadow Oliver Letwin - how can
a Jew, any Jew of immigrant stock, like
Letwin assail aylum seekers? As the latest dramatic by-product of Sharon's
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reign, for the first time last year more
Jews from the former Soviet Union
chose to bury the past and migrate to
Germany -a total of 18,000 -than went
to settle in Israel. In a trend unlikely to
be reversed, aliyali to Israel from its
once richest source is spluttering to a
deliberate end. And with it hammering
one more nail into the coffin of Zion-

the gas chambers while his mother perished in them remained unspoken but
came through in every note of every
chant. If only we could infuse a fraction
of such feeling into more of our immortal old prayers, who would need
ephemeral new ones?

#

ism.

#

Ail:o::Ss:su:ffi¥:etEi:e::o¥fi::;
minister Fiona Mactaggart is only the
latest in that rainbow bunch - to equate
Israel's West Bank regime with the
systematic extermination of the Jews
in Central Europe:
Where are the gas chambers? In
Jenin, Gaza or Arafat's Ramallah, as
they were in Hitler's Auschwitz,
Belzec and Majdanck?

#

T:

HALF CENTURY SEARCH
now over for the modern
ming behind the kaleidoscope
word orthodox. Whichever way you
looked at it, it gave a different meaning.
Well coiffed wig or scarf tied tightly
over hair and forehead. Black hat, outsize
kippah and unkempt beard. Rabbinic
labels on salt and sugar. Keeping your
distance from your wife in the raln in
case you are forced to huddle. Or paying
your fees to a shut near a comer around
which you can park on Shabbat. Forget
each one of them. They have now all
been replaced by this simple test: Do you
belong to a shul to which you take your
mobile on Yom Kippur. And where the
regime is so /i¢77c772 that the non Jewish

service I have attended in recent

THE or MOST
long distantMEMORABLE
years was held one
weekday moming in August. The
Moorish-style Berlin synagogue was a
vista of empty rows this Tisha Be'Av,
and there was no minyan in that I was
told more than half the 18 or so men
present were not Jewish. When we got
to the Kinot, the liturgy of lamentation,
the Chazan handed over to the oldest
man present. He had struggled in, bearing more than 90 years, and supported
by two crutches and one carer. Now he
was sitting in the front row, ready for
the call. He was Rabbi Dr Leo Trepp,
known to many of us for his lucid and
authoritative writings on Judaism and
Jewish history. He told us in a voice that
kept fading below the audibility level
that he was going to start with a composition by Meshullam ben Kalonymos,
the mediaeval Geman litLirgist to whom
we also owe one of our most moving
High Holy Day prayers. In this plaint
Meshullam lamented the Crusaders ' assaults on the Rhineland communities of
Worms and Mainz. As Trepp began to
chant, his voice swelled to the volume
of a 30-year-old. Every word had the
clarity of a BBC news reader. He paused
between the phrases so that the tragedy
of their message pummelled us and released their hidden tears. And his own
still disconsolate pain at having escaped

caretaker can take the mobile off you,
but he must not switch it off. So that the
haunting chant of Kol Nidrei is
accompanied by a background medley
ranging all the way from Col. Bogey to
Beethoven' s Choral.

#
arduous

exercise

in

life

long

I HAVE
education
JUST
withCOMPLETED
an A-plus, awarded
AN
by myself. After some years of puzzlement I have deciphered what
congregants mean when they tell me that
they are "good". They tend to make this
confession ever more often when all I
aln asking them is how they are. For
years I had visions of them doing the
shopping for their 95 year old neighbour,
and drinking no more than one glass of
BulgarianBurgundywiththeirdinnerthe
night before. Now I find that all they are
saying when they tell me that they are
"good" is that they have not got a headache. Just one more disillusion to add to
life's lengthening list .
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF j.s ffac regz.o72cr/

rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
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THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOFI TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Boad, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish community,
is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's F}eform Movement, the Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish Education, Akiva School
and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library, Bookshop,
Cafeteria, Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for
autumn. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of
welcomes.
JEWISH IVIUSEUM EXHIBITION
AM I MY BF30THEF3S KEEPEF3?

REFOFIM JUDAISM is Living Judaism
October 21St -March 30th 2004

F]ESCUE IN THE HOLOCAUST

LEAF}NING FOB LEADEPSHIP.

January 2003 -January 2004

God said to Avram,''Go forth from your land and from

This exhibition will focus on the stories of particular

your birthplace and from your family home to the land

individuals and such issues as why some people were
brave enough to risk their own lives to rescue others.
Telephone 020 83491143

which I will show you."

THE JEWISH MUSEUM Tel 020 83491143
Family History Workshop
Sunday 16`h November 2003
This is an opportunity to find out how to research
your family roots.
E.mail: enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

THE JEWISH MuSEUM
Pescue in the Holocaust Programme
Sunday 9th November at 3.30pm
A Story of Courage in Nazi Germany
Illustrated talk by Babbi Frank Dabba Smith.

Wednesday 26th November at 8pm
Dr. Zorach Warhaftig: The Man behind the
Extraordinary Bescue of Jews to Japan and Shanghai
during the Holocaust.
MANOR HOUSE F}ECITAL
Thursday 4th December at 1.15pm
Song Becital by Naomi Hymanson
with piano accompaniment.

Telephone June Lewis 020 8349 5700

WATERCOLOUP CLASS
Starting October 8th 2003
Ten week evening course with Linda Gervertz
Wednesdays 7.30pm -10.00pm
Telephone 020 8349 5700
"LINKING THE THREADS"

GO FOFtTH : A TEXTUAL JOURNEY
This course is for you if you wish to explore inspiring
texts with inspirational teachers, in the company of
committed Pleform Jews like yourself.
For further information contact Julian Pesnick E.mail
julian.resnick@reformjudaism.org.uk

Telephone PSGB 020 8349 5678

F]EFORM JUDAISM is Living Judaism
Living Judaism presents a new study course.
OMEK. "Depth", the quality of being deep. Taught by
Pabbi Jeffrey Newman and Friends. Omek js aimed
at members of our communities who have completed

at least one programme of the study of Jewish texts,
not necessarily through Living Judaism or the F}SGB.

Tel 020 8349 5678
julian.resnick@reformjudaism.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
THE SHIUFI

Study the Torah with the finest teachers
and students.
Themes from the Book of Leviticus and Numbers
Tuesdays 30th September -16th December
and continues into the Spring Semester
Commencing on Tuesday 20 January 2004
Telephone 020 8349 5600

November 4th 2003 - January 2004

The Kaufmainn Memorial Lecture and Dinner
Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish Education

CAPOLE SMOLLAN EXHIBITION
An exhibition of stunning silk and velvet wall hangings,
intricately painted, stitched and embellished with
dazzling jewel-like colours. These hangings are all

Major lnterfaith Event
Lecture given by Karen Armstrong
Date : Thursday 4th December
Place: Liberal Jewish Synagogue

worked on Judaic themes.
Telephone 020 8349 5700

Telephone Arlene F]ose 020 8349 5608
E.mail arlene.rose@lbc.ac.uk

